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October 3 1983 

Dr. Manuel J. Justiz, Director 
National Institute of Education 
Washington, D.C.  

Dear Dr. Justis: 

I am pleased, as Chairman of the Center Study Group for Educational Policy, to 
transmit to you our final report, as unanimously endorsed by the 10 members of 
the Group. 

The Study Group believes that it has fulfilled the requirements that you 
outlined in your charge and in your opening comments to the Group in August. 
Certainly, all members would have desired more time to polish our final 
report, but we are confident in.regard to the substance. 

As Chairman, I do request that you pay particular attention to the 
Introduction. It states our belief in the importance of the initiative upon 
which you and the National Institute of Education bave embarked. 

Any prolonged delay in the announced Lab and Center competition may have 
severe and lasting adverse consequences for the ability of the Institute to 
support timely and necessary research initiatives as described in our mission 
statements Lnd those of the other Study Groups. 

We thank you for the opportunity to be of service and we look forward to the 
successful implementation of the Plan of Action.' 

Sincerely, 

Mark G. Yudof 
Chairman 
Center Study Group for 

Educational Policy 



Introduction "History is not kind to idlers.' With these words, the National 

Commission on Excellence in Education described the educational policy dilemma 

facing the nation. The central problem is the improvement of student •

performance in our schools. 

The National Institute of Education is the major educational research arm 

of the Federal government. It is essential that the Institute revise the 

current directions of its research laboratories and centers, and stimulate new 

activities that concentrate upon the quality of education: 

All, regardless of race or class or ecónomic status are 
entitled to a fair chance .and to the tools for developing 
their individual powers of mind and spirit to the utmost. 
This promise means that all children...can hope to Attain 
the mature and informed judgment needed to secure gainful 
employment, and to manage their own lives, thereby serving 
not only their own interests but also the progress of 
society itself. (National Commission on Excellence in 
Education) 

This is not a time for complacency. NIE must be on the cutting edge of 

research that identifies policies that will be supportive of the techniques, 

technology, educational climate, and school personnel needed to accomplish 

this objective. Educational policy, finance, and governance decisions will 

either stifle or drive the quest for improved student performance. The choice 

is ours. 

The Congress, the Department of Education, and the Institute have chosen 

to open up the funding process for education labs and centers to a free 

competition for scarce national resources. We applaud this bold step. 

a well-publicized and open competition will bring forth a new era of 
national creativity, an opportunity that might well be missed if a 
"busiuess as usual" attitude were taken;



NIE must consider new cooperative alliances in the public and private-
sectors as it establishes a research agenda relponsive to its 
statutory directives and to the education concerns of the nations 

NIE must address the declining confidence in education and present 
findings that promise to promote. educational improvement, 

the findings need to be responsive to and usable by practitioners in 
the trenches, those responsible for the day-today operation of 
education institutions. 

NIE must be a part of the solution to the problems of student performance 

and public alarm about the quality of American education. It must do a number 

of things: 

Its research agenda should include the enduring and critical issues 
raised by recent reports on the state of education in America,

NIE must take the initiative in exploring new options and 
alternatives for bringing the benefits of education to all--old and 
,young, affluent and poor, majority and minority, 

NIE must overcome the traditional insularity of education research 
and policymaking, and tap talented people from many disciplines and 
walks of life, 

NIE must promote inquiry into the contributions of business, labor, 
educators, and government, so that each, in the words of the Business-
ifigher Education Forum, may 'perform those parts of the overall 
(educational) effort for which it is best suited,' 

NIE must reexamine the question of the appropriate institutional 
framework for quality research, eschewing exclusive reliance on the 
traditional model of,large labs and centers, 

NIE must reenforce public recognition that there can be no 
improvement in the effectiveness of schools without corresponding 
changes in policies relating to teachers, programs, laws, funding 
arrangements and intergovernmental relations. 

If our nation is truly 'at risk,' we can expect no less from any research 

agency of government. 



SMEARY OF MISSION STATEMENTS 

The Study Group recommends the 'five mission statements summarised below. 

These recam endatioes for research are based on a number of criteria: 

National scope and significance of the issues. 

Relevance to pupil performance, and other fundamental objectives of 

education 

Feasibility of research 

Enduring nature of the issues 

Suitability for research in centers 

Several potential topics of great importance were omitted because they fell 

outside of the purview of the Study Group on Educational Policy, e.g., student 

learning processes and teacher training. The recommended missions are: 

 POLICY AND PUPIL PEEFORMANCE p. 6 

For improvement in pupil performance to take place, changes need to be 

made in schools' governance, financing, personnel, and curricular 

arrangements. Research must explore the consequences of existing policies, as 

well as proposed policies, on pupil performance. This center vill conduct 

research for policymakers on the sorts of governmental policies that support

or impede the creation of successful learning environments. 

POLICY AND SCNOO. PERSONNEL p. 14 

Student performance in school is affected by those who teach them. 

Teacher performance is influenced by teacher and administrator recruitment, 

retention, remuneration, and promotion policies. This center will examine 

existing and proposed personnel policies in relation to pupil performance. 



PO[LICY ON EDOCATICI AID IMPLODIER p. 27 

Schooling is widely believed to be the route to good jobs. While this may 

be true for many college—bound youth, there are serious doubts about its truth 

for those who enter the workforce directly from secondary school. This center 

will address the basic questions of how education and training for employment 

are performed in America, how they influence future earnings and productivity, 

how education and training functions, are organised, financed, and managed, and 

how the organisations that perform these functions adapt to changes in the 

labor market and society. 

GOVERNANCE AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY p. 39 

Education is the largest single expenditure in every state and most local 

communities. Effective school performance is shaped ultimately by the fiscal 

and governmental framework. Educational decisions are made by many levels and 

branches of government, and responsibility is divided between the private and 

public sectors. This center vill explore the impact of different assignments 

of decisionmaking authority on pupil performance, accountability to citizens, 

and public support of education. It will focus not only on the reciprocal 

relationships among entities, but also on policies and implementation 

techniques across decisionmaking structures. 

TRANSLATING RESEARCH INTO EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT p. 52 

This center will study factors that facilitate or impede the 

interpretation, dissemination, understanding, acceptance, and use of 

educational research for the purpose of improving educational policy and 

practice. It will explore the many influences that affect the transmission of 

research results to potential users and the willingness and capacity of such 

users to take research into account in their work. 



Appendix I p. 63

Appendix II . p. 66 

Appindix III .. p. 92. 



MISSION STATEMENT 

POLICY AND PUPIL PERFORMANCE 

Summary of Mission: 

Schools are charged with many responsibilities. But the central task of 

the Nation's schools, today and in the past, is pupil performance, 

particularly the transmission of basic skills in reading and writing,, 

mathematics, science, social studies, and--increasingly of late--computer 

literacy. Pupil performance is what the citizenry expects of the schools. It

is the task on which the schools are ultimately judged as successful or not 

successful. 

Por improvement to take place, changes need to be made, in the schools, and 

in their governance, financing, personnel, and curricular arrangements. In 

order to effect meaningful change in thi schools, we need to know not only the 

consequences for pupil performance of existing policies, but also the new 

policy requirements needed to implement reforms that will lead to improved 

pupil performance. We need to learn what sorts of policies support, and what 

sorts of policies work against, the creation and nurturance of successful 

learning environments. 

What is the Problem?  

The past several months have seen the issuance of reports on the state of 

American education. A mounting body of evidence and opinion now suggests that 

schools are not meeting public expectations. 



when it comes to pupil performance, particularly to the 
acquisition of basic skills by American students, the 
schools are in trouble. As the National Commission on 
Excellence Report put it: *...the educational foundations 
of our society are being eroded by a rising tide of 
mediocrity...., 

The problem—how to ensure pupil performance--bas been raised to the level of 

a national issue and given nationwide visibility by these several reports. 

Policymakers ak all levels of government--even before the release of these 

reports„attempted to respond to this crisis. In some cases, this has led to 

increased centralization of direction and control and to more uniformity. Por 

example, several local distriçts and states have established educational 

standards and 'objectives along with requirements for passage of minimal 

competency tests as prerequisites to promotion and high school graduation. In 

other cases, the results have led to decentralization of direction and control 

and to variability in curriculum and instructional methodologies. Por 

example, many local districts have established alternative programa and 

schools. 

Will the Problem Continue To Be Importánt?

Pupil performance is an enduring problem. Past experience suggests that 

no quick and facile solutions are available. The development and 

implementation of successful curricular programs, improving performance across 

a diverse population of students is a complix, difficult, and long-term task. 

There can be no changes in pupil performance, in the effectiveness of schools, 

without changes in public policy, that is, legislators, state boards, chief 

state school officers, superintendents, local school boards, principals, and 

other education policymakers need to establish the fiscal, organizational, and 



governmental framework for excellence. But for these efforts to succeed, ve 

need to know what sorts of governmental policies support, and what sorts of 

policies work against, the creation of successful learning environments. 

What Major Lines of Research Are Needed? 

What is called for are lines of research that explore the full range of 

policy options relating to improving pupil performance. The scope of inquiry 

should include (1) policy actions at all three levels of government (vertical) 

and across levels of government (horizontal), e.g., local board action, state 

judicial action, state administrative action, state legislative action, 

congressional action, etc.; (2) attention to both substantive and procedural 

policies, to distributive, regulatory, self-regulatory, and redistributive 

policies, to material and symbolic policies, to policies dealing with both 

collective and private goods; (3) consideration of barriers and obstacles to 

achieving policy objectives; (4) consideration of policy as both an 

independent and dependent variable—the impact of policy on the correlates of 

pupil performance, as well as the manner in which policy environments 

favorable or unfavorable to pupil performance develop; and (5) investigation 

of policy outputs and policy outcomes, not only what governments do but also 

what changes result—intended and unintended—as a result of what governments 

do. 

The research should go beyond simple descriptive research--although that 

may be an important element in the larger picture. Inquiry should include 

both quantitative and qualitative approaches. Research should be 



hypothesis-driven as yell as.hypothesis-generating, experimental as well as 

post facto, cross-sectional and longitudinal. It should also draw on a broad 

range of disciplines and fields of study. 

Several existing bodies of research focus on pupil performance and public 

policymaking , and these-literatures will need to be explored. The former 

includes the work dons on teacher effectiveness, school and program 

effectiveness, mastery learning, competency-based instruction, alternative 

schools, motivation and incentives, parental choice and involvement. The 

latter includes the rich literature on policy analysis—particularly those 

works that focus on the explanation of policy, that use social scientific 

methodology to examine the canes and consequences of public policy, and that 

attempt to develop reliable general theories. 

Researchers need to acknowlsge that schooling policy is not the same as 

educational policy, but rather a significant subset of it. Educational policy 

itself is not the same as public policy, rather it is inextricably linked to 

fiscal, economic, housing, immigration, and other policies. Researchers need 

to acknowledge the existence of this broader and richer framework. Most 

decisions affecting schools are not made by educators, nor often do they deal 

diràctly with schooling. This suggests strongly the need for research that 

draws on political science, sociology, economics, law, education, and so on. 

The research agenda also must be built around a unifying these, rather 

than being just a collection of individual, ad hoc studies. For example, it 



might conern itself primarily with the increasing use of standardized 

 achievement tests for a number  of policy-oriented purposes. 

WhatAre Some potential Reserch Topics and Themes?

a reaarcb agedda on pupil performante and public policy might .pursue two

related lines if inquiry: (12' i•sCircb on the cons•gáinces of existing

policies on pupil performance, and, (2) research on policy requirements for

initiating reforms aimed at improving pupil performance. 

Research on the consequences of Existing policies on pupil performance

Research is needed on the increasing use of standardized

achievement testsfor policy-oriented purposes. Local schools 

and hate agencies increasingly, are using achievement tests 

•• designed •primatily for classroom use. to: (a) provide evidence 

on school and classroom effectiveness, (b) allocate state 

compensotory•funds to local school districts, (a) evaluate 

teaches! effectiveness; "(d) accredit schools, (e) classify 

students for remediation, and (f) certify high school completion

or grade 'promotion.. What are cost and benefits of such use? ' 

Under what Circumstances does the Florida approach, i.e., a

.state test to certify high school graduation, lead to improved 

p rformanàe for •all"•pupils2 • Under What circumstances does a 

decentralised.,eppioacb, i.e., leaving major direction and 

control of testing to local decisionmakíra, lead to improved



performance? What is the range of options available for use of 

achievement test results to allocate resources? What is the 

range of possible outcomes--intended and unintended—of using 

test results in the evaluation of teachers? 

Research is needed in the effects of collective bargaining on 

school áliiale. Under what circumstances does the collective 

bargaining process nurture a positive school climate? Work 

-against a positive school climate? Under what circumstances do 

°collective bargaining agreements promote needed independence and 

autonomy at the building level? Help or hinder the exercise of 

instructional leadership by building principals? 

Research on Policy Requirements for initiating Reforms to improvè Pupil

Performance 

Research is needed on the political, economic, social and legal 

policy requirements for initiating reform in the schools. What 

are the major legal, constraints to extending the school year to 

200 days? What accommodations will be necessary in the 

collective bargaining process? What is the range of funding 

optións available to support an extended school year? An 

extended school day? 

Research is needed on the regations, laws, and funding 

arrangements thet need to be in place to iitablish mild support 



academically effectivi'schools, that is, schools that exhibit 

high staff expectations and morale, a considerable degree of 

control by the staff over instructional and training decisions 

in the school, clear leadership from the principal, clear goals 

for the school, and a sense of order in the school. Under what 

circumstances is leadership and autonomy at the building level 

promoted? .inhibited? What policies are necîssary to set in 

place the organisational and structural variables associated 

with academically effective schools? 

Research is needed in Alternative Learning Environments. What 

have we learned about pupil performance from our experiences 

with alternative schools? Does pupil performance improve under 

certain seta of •alternative• conditions for certain groups of 

pupils? is home learning associated with improved pupil

performance? Do "early out" programs enhance pupil 

performance? Are there new and nontraditional forms of 

schooling that hold promise for improved performance? What 

policies nurture the Creation of such alternatives? What 

policies impede, obstruct, or prohibit the creation of new and 

promising, but nontraditional, pupil learning environments? 

Research is needed on the diffirential effects of control 

levels. Under what circumstances might state level 

establishment of standards and objectives be more effective than 



local level establishment? Under what circumstances are 

`Symbolic policy actions at the state level conducive to or 

necessary for effective policy actions at the local level? 



MISSION STATEMENT 

POLICY Aim SCHOOL PERSONNEL 

Summary of Mission: 

Students' performance in school is affected by those who teach them. 

Teachers' performance can be influenced by the quality of supervision,

assistance, and support they receive from school administrators and other 

personnel. Therefore, the present crisis in the quality of the school 

workforce is alarming: 

Too few qualified people wish to become teachers, and the reported 

academic quality of prospective teachers is declining. 

Opportunities for women and minorities in other professions have 

caused educaton to lose historically important pools of able and 

dedicated people. 

Especially in mathematics and science, school districts report 

shortages of persons prepared to teach, and lose qualified teachers 

to jobs in business and industry. 

Concern about professional standards, low morale, and 'burnout• 

plaque both teachers and administrators. 

There is anxiety about administrators' ability to manage school 

personnel effectively. 

This Center will focus upon a coordinated program of policy research 

studies concerning the recruitment, retention, remuneration, and career 

develópment of school personnel, particularly teachers and administrators. 

Rationale: 

Throughout the history of schools, the teacher has been the central and 

often the only figure in .the workforce of education. Most people believe that 

the individual teacher's personal characteristics and role remain the key to

good education, 'regardless of the bureaucratization of school systems and 



recent changes in the relationships of teachers to administrators and to 

school board members. Supervision of the daily work Of teachers is widely 

thought to be episodic and inadequately informed. Hence, issues• concerning 

who teaches and who remains in teaching are seen as Vitally important to'the 

functioning of the schools, to - efforts to improve pupil achievement and 

behavior, to regaining public confidence in schooling, and to the well-being 

of teachers themselves. 

The position of head teacher in the early graded-schools of the nation 

evolved in the past century to that of building principal, district 

superintendent, supervisor, and central office specialist. Virtually all 

school administrators still begin their careers as teachers. The growth in 

numbers of school administrators has been spurred in recent years by federal 

and state programs with their reporting, monitoring, and evaluation 

requirements. Some research has identified principals as pivotal figures in 

establishing a favorable climate for'leaining in individual schools, and 

superintendents are reported to be the crucial actors in the introduction of 

education innovations. Yet there are alsó those,who think administrators are 

too numerous, ineffective, and misdirected in their work. There are questions 

about whether the administrators hired and promoted in the. hectic 'baby boom' 

years were as well selected and qualified as their predecessors. 

Personnel costs have been the largest item„4n the budgets of local school 

districts. Distributions of costs have been increasingly affected by the new 

staffing patterns that emerged with the introduction of teacher aides, 

resource teachers, and other specialists. 'Pull-out programs' are now both 

common and controversial; we know little about whether these patterns change 

pupil achievement and how teachers organize their time and tasks, or if htaff 

morale and school-community relations are improved. Laws and regulations



increasingly affect school personnel, including those in nonpublic schools, 

but with what results? Now do student-teachers and classroom aides figure in 

career developmeat, job satisfaction, and the teacher status picture? 

Policymakers have already begun to respond to wide public interest in the 

problems of teacher finality, crucial shortages of trained teachers in key 

teaching fields, recruitment of teachers from business and industry, tenure, 

termination,. and other setters. Various states have passed laws mandating

'competency testing' of prospective teachers in the basic skills and in their 

knowledge of subject matter'. Proposals have surfaced to respond to market 

forces by differential salary, schedules and by recruiting persons wishing only

short-tar careers in education. Thomas. plgns for •master teacher' status 

and advancement through teaching by established ranks, these have implications 

for sdiary differentials and presUa bly for staff development, curriculum 

leadership, and attraction to and retention in teaching of able and ambitious 

persons. in a single bill passed in mid-1983 (Senate Sill 813, the 

Sughes-Bart Education Reform Act), California changed its provisions to 

dismiss probationary teachers, mandated teacher relicensing every 5 years, 

created a category of 'Mentor Teachers,' authorised districts to hire 

noncredentiaied teachers under a 'Teacher Trainee Certificate' provision, 

funded higher 'salaries for beginning teachers, lengthened the school day and 

,year--these Soong many other provisions. Patterns of implementation of these 

provisions and their knowable effects need study and assessment. 

There are now significant opportunities to consider policy options in the • 

training, licensing, selection, aid assignment of "educational administrators, 

given the prospective retirement of aanyadministrators hired during the 1950s 

and 1960s. Significant changes intheir duties were caused by the advent of

 federal and state mandates for monitoring and reporting on programs 



and by the growth of collective bargaining. Arguments are being heard for bar 

examination type state licensing of school administrators, beyond which 

individual districts might impose additional requirements of training and 

experience. There is pressure from professional organizations to offer their 

programs as alternatives to the certification programs of institutions of 

higher education. Teachers' organisations may seek participation in screening 

candidates for administrative positions, and they have an interest in state 

laws regulating the ratio of administrators to teachers. 

Even without the current visibility of these issues, partly because of 

nationally. distributed reports, we find that a program of coordinated research 

into key dimensions of the education workforce, and attendant policy analysis, 

to be both an essential and unprecedented Mission of educational research, of 

enduring and national importance. We propose multidisciplinary and 

cross-professional studies, including but not limited to the special 

perspectives of labor-force economics, manpower planning, demógraphy, 

political science (especially of state governments), sociology of 

organizations, history, labor-management' relations, occupational psychology 

and sociology, and public-sector economics. we see scholars and trainers in 

teacher and administrator education collaborating with those in business 

schools, public-sector management programs, public policy shcools, and perhaps 

involving other professional schools' specialists in the manpower and career 

development issues of the social welfare, nursing, and health professions 

Scope of the Mission:. 

We have explicitly chosen to focus this mission on recruitment, retention, 

remuneration, and career development of school personnel. The scope of our 

work excludes two important and related areas: (1) the preparation of teachers 

and administrators in preservice and.inservice programs and (2) the behaviors 



and performances of teachers and administrators in their jobs. There is a 

research and development tradition in each of these areas; work is ongoing. 

The topics fall within the scope of other study groups. 

The State of the ' Research: 

Compsebsnsive research on recruitment to teaching is limited and outdated, 

much of it done in the 1950e and 1960s when extreme teacher shortages caused 

40 percent or more of college and university undergraduates to declare 

themselves potential teachers. Recent; spotty research on the characteristics 

of the shrinking applicant pool indicates declining numbers and commitments, 

and lower academic, qualifications. Research is needed on the effect of rising 

public concern and policy initiatives on self-selection and recruitment 

processes. Mors is known about being prepared for teaching than about those 

who complete, who are employed, and who persist for given periods of time. 

PIE has recently issued an RPP on the subject of teacher selection and how 

selected school districts attract,, choose, and assign new teachers; it could' 

yield useful descriptive data and analysis for this Center mission, Little is 

known about the characteristics and career patterns-of nonpublic school 

teachers, the differences between the secular and•church-connected sectors, and 

about movements of teachers between the public and noöpublic schools. 

Patterns for recruitment into school administration are not known through 

systematic and comprehensive research. Much the same can be said for' the 

dimensions of remuneration, retention, and career development. There ara 

isolated studies on who leaves teaching ànd the reasons given, on job 

satisfaction (which show women and ,elimemtary school teachers more satisfied 

than men and secondary school teachers) , indicators of the importance of 

psychic rewards in the structures of teaching,- the different patterns of



teaching and administrative experience for men and women administrators, the  

major career patterns of school superintendents (published in 1900), and the. 

caries aspirations Of candidates for administrative positions. Many of-the 

conditions of work in education and the respect and self-image of the 

profession have changed since this research was done. A career in edication 

was once a path of upard social mobility for successive groups in the 

population; has it closed to be that and, if so, what alternative attractions'

can be constructed by policymakers? 

The collection and standardisation of data on the education workforce are 

badly  needed. Longitudinal data on individuals are particularly essential in 

order to assess the workings of policies aimed at promoting the effective 

recruitment, adequate remuneration, retention, and career development of the 

more talented and competent school persOnnel. Conprehensive information 

collection analysis, and dissemination systems are especially necessary at 

the levels of the individual state where policy options, if generated 

elseWhere, are considered, enacted, funded, and (w. hope) evaluated. 

Research Agenda: 

Issues in Recruitment to Teaching and School Administration: 

(a) Supply and demand in the contest of labor market trends, demographic 

changes, and'higher-oducation variables4ike doit, financial aid, admission 

standards, anticipatory socialisationof prospective teachers, and faculty 

resources. What would be required in the way of tuiti grants, loans, 

_salaam fOr student-teachers and "administrative interns, and nommonetary 

inducement for education careers to compete with other fields where beginning 

or maximum salaries and career advancement may be better? What evidence  is 

there that past ot'wesint programs have gone to the best potential  teachers 

and built careers in education? (Since 1958, S300 million in federal    loans 

have been forgiven for those prepared to 'teach in public schools.) , What would 



be the general and specific effects of state or federal programs of selective 

.financial aid? 

(b) Social and academic characteristics of those who have entered and are 

entering training, completing programs, and securing positions as beginning 

'teachers and administrators. Relationship of economic background, race, 

ethnicity, gender, academic aptitude, patterns of psychological interests and 

motivations, and college and university standing to entry and persistence, 

choice of institution for professional preparation, performance in the 

program, relative achievement on screening and competency tests, and selection 

of positions. Local school superintendents have long been selected through 

personal influence operating through •networks.' what are the cost-benefits 

of this historic pattern, especially on opportunities for women, minorities, 

persons with nonstandard backgrounds? What are the realistic options?  

What would be the short- and long-term effects for different population 

groups and different professional-training institutions of expanded 

proficiency examinations as barriers to admission into training, and higher 

standards for passage? Row do these effects compare with effects on public 

'attitudes,•images of school careers among ricruitment pools, morale among

experienced teachers and administrators, attitudes of school board members? 

What if such tests were extended to the already credentialed and experienced 

workforce, including administrators, counselors, and other personnel as well 

as to classroom teachers? 

Issues in the Certificàtion of Teàchers and Administrators:

(a) Four-and-five year programs as they influence recruitment, completion, 

. entry, and persistence in teaching, experience with 'emergency credentials' 

and special waivers and their 'lessons' for the employment and regulation of 

nonreguläs, nonlicensed teachers and administrators. Relicensing 



requirements. What is, for example, the optimal governmental arrangement for 

securing and supervising teachers on loan from the private sector or using 

graduate students in shortagefields to teach part-time? 

(b) The composition of licensing boards and commissions in education and 

their relation to policies on teaches and administrator preparation and 

licensing, growth oc mitigation of professionalism, and relations between the 

different sectors of the education 'establishment.' Does the greater 

authority given to 'representatives of the public' contribute to the 

'de-professionalixation' of education, and with what consequences? 

Issues in the Remuneration of School Personnel:

(a)Reconsideration of the operations of the single-salary schedule for 

elementary and secondary school teachers, teachers in different fields, and 

men and women teachers. What if this principle were voided by installing 

differential pay, based on market factors and/or merit pay programs? What 

would be its probable effects on selective recruitment, retention, and career 

development and on the general economic position of the teaching force? Row 

does the tenure system operate as a form of nonmonetary reward and what would 

be the cost-benefits of a different system? 

(b)Policy options in improving salaries for beginning teachers or for 

mid-career teachers, applications to teachers of the salary practices of 

school administration, and the extra pay for extra work strategy. What would 

be the consequences for recruitment, retention, and career development of 

changing the common practice of concentrating salary gains in the first 12 or 

so years of professional service? What would be the effects on recruitment of 

administrators if changes were made in the reward structure of teaching? 

issues in Retention and Career Development:

(a) Retraining needs and transfer arrangements generated by the 

coexistence of selective shortages and reduction-in-forces due to school 



closures, shifts in enrollment patterns among school subjects, and changes in 

government-mandated programs. What are the cost-benefits of funding policies 

to promote participation in teaches centers, summer sessions,. sabbaticals, and 

subsidised internships in schools, classrooms, and central offices? 

(b) Proposals to establish ranks or 'career ladders' within teaching in 

order to differentiate the workforce in reward, responsibility, and status, 

establishing incentives to develop teacher leadership in preservice and 

inservice activities, curriculum revision projects, induction of new teachers, 

professional associatiod and union work, teacher-administrator collaboration 

in school governance, and school-community relations. What are the relative 

advantages of 'eased entry' and the historical patterns of high turnover and 

teacher-to-administrator mobility compared to stability of the workforce 

through retention policies? 

(c), Opportunities for greater teacher autonomy, conditions of work, the

workplace, prestige factors, the local presence of nonpublic schools, and 

other nonsalary factors operating on retention, mobility, and job 

satisfaction. Sow do factors like class and school size and school location 

relate to morale and performance at different stages in the careers of 

teachers and administrators? What have 'been the relative effects of 

collective bargaining laws and practices and organizational activity on career 

development, public opinion, and legislative behavior in these ateas? 

Audiences and  Consumers  for the Center's  Rèsearch and Development:

the policy research, policy analysis, and policy hypotheses or 

recommendations generated by the proposed Center will have numerous audiences 

which are vitally concerned with issues of the workforce for education. They 

includespolicymakers at the federal level: members and staff of state 

legislatures, state departments of education, coordinating boards, and 



licensing commissions, local boards of education and their state and national 

associations, faculty and administrators in teacher education departments and 

their collige and university-wids'adsinistrations; teaches and adainistator 

organisations at the áatiónál, state, and local levels: leaders in teacher 

centers,• teacher shelters, and tacher networks like the Bap Area and National 

writing Projects, the education councils and organisations of business and 

industry, and tat producers. Nore-or ills, interest will also be shown by 

the sedia, parent-:tiaihee-organisations, civil rights organisations, 

taxpáyers' organisations, and nonpubliç school groups. 

Prosposed organisational Form:

The research agenda proposed for this research and development center is;

of national importance, long-term, multidisciplinary, and capable of being 

programmatically integrated. 'Because of, (1) the particular constellation of 

.issues and seeded resources for the research agenda and (2) the inadequacies 

sad probleS., associated with *slating R&D center organisational forms, it is 

proposed that a different model be followed: the disagcregated or "spin-off"

model.

Assuming.a S-year contract between Srs and the designated offeror, the 

following arrangeaient is suggested and rationale given: 

?EMIR Oil: Concentration at a single institution of .the senior staff 

(Principal investigator/Director and Satellite Centers Reads of 

Research)., Selection: The most competent and knowledgeable 

researchers and policy analysts from the nation's resources, 

drawn from different universities and, desirably, including also 

qualified individuals from corporations, professional 

associations, state agencies, etc., who are competent in 

research design and poliáy reseàrch.- Bp swans of, 'I-pear leaves 



of absence tras their bome institutions or bases, at outstanding

body of associates can be assesblN • ig, one place. The: .,, , 

attractions to savage peers in such a collaboratioa should be 

considerable. Task: To develop the` commis plan, in detail, 

including ,the allocation of assignaNOa ` and resources, 

awelopnsnt of tisRtables, establishirg procedures for

ocmatniatioa Of iatorsstian on work in prograssR .etc. 

TSARS TWO 
TOM= 
t/CURL. Pursuit of the `research plak at satelliti Centus, ach urd

the direction of a rasarab .head, with the involvnt,. of junior 

staff, the aujloysint of graduate students, offering of research 

'collogóia aid sasinars, ; etc:

subcontracted- projects say also.. ba darte in • this Pbase. . The 

Principal investigator 'at the Canter site ráld eirec~t:reresearch 

on an  indicated part of  the total plan, communicate with  heads of  

Satellite Center project-I,.facilitate sateilit~ Center 

conttacts,_~ and. maven* an annual or aisiánnùal tweeting to .report" 

on and ássesi work la prograá. secretarial and 'othst staff 

would be located where the research is being conducted, and the

. '. • needs at" the center ~ site would. . be siaiaai.. es in ear Óno and '

perhaps in year Five.

The location of satellitï Centers and theiC agenda, and the 

datersiiratioa of their..sajar. participants, would be based .upon 

unique bonceatratioaa of ..talet a d interdiaipliniïy; and n s n

intuogranisational, resources.' rot:. esamplo, the _research • 

caspônent. focusing ~npoa recruitsent issues night .be located

is•aconstellation in various departments, 'where there

institutta; professional sclrools,r 'and' other organisations . that 



iaclude•labor market economists specialising in'public-sector 

employment, occupational psychologists, historians specialising

in the education workforce, and teacher educators doing 

ostensive longitudinal research 

1E11 SIM Report Writing, ditermination'of policy hypotheses and 

recommendations and dilsemination activities; coórdinated at 

- the Conter situ with occasional meeting of Satellite Center 

Wan as neesssary. planning of•transfer of work to networking 

srstems, a special_ Interest Group in the Inesicia Educational 

Research Association. etc: 

?be chief Writs of this model are theses '(a) It allow access to the 

best talent throughout the” professional staff'. bees*, tidies not require a 

-`'S-year physical concentration in one place and'unduly disrupt people's 

professional lie.., t2) It recognises that the most pertinent ancillary 

resources Las in schools of public policy, law, business, and snbapecialibes 

in colleges and schools of education) are also geographically scattered, (3) 

It builds up centers of.research and dissemination and bodies of collaborating 

researchers,` graduate students, policya.kers'and policy professionals, and 

field professionals in various locations. This has the potential for

continuing.reseitch and` development after the Center's mission is couplet., 

promoting disssmination more  widely,and enhancing the dissemination that

camas through' networkingi.(4),It holds more potential for broadening research 

competence and expertise in the national educational research coiunity than

does concentration, in a single location throughout,,since it deploys 'research 

into several'sxialitinq'researcb and research training channels while promoting'' 

-nw alliances at the Satellite CRnters4 



Theremayalso be savings in o.dre a d, goiter , ;legibility in apace and

stalling, and ethic advántges as will. We .think; ,however, that the critation 

of amass to the best talent; and tbe.oppottanity to puk that talant together' 

in a Motkabla ~ anaer, ontwighs tbi coavettiinci: o! administration and 

communication at a single site. 



MISSION STATEMENT

POLICY OH IIDOCkTIdI' MD EMPLOTIOIIT 

Mission Summary This statement proposes a.resaarah center An education and e

The center will address the basis questions of how education end training for 

employment are performed in society, how they influence future earnings and 

.productivity,. how the education and training function. are organised and 

financed, and haw the organisations that perform  these functions adapt to 

changes in the labor market and society. The research agenda for the proposed 

center will address reward structures for noncoliege bound youth, descriptive 

research and Model•-buiidinq on the organisation.of: education and training, and 

empirical tests of competing models of. labor entry, mobility,.and success. 

The center will require a genuinely interdiscipiinaryy staff. Funding. for the 

center should take account of the need for new data collection on certain 

topics, The.cantar could be organised either as a. single, centralised, unit or 

as a network of scholars in different locations collaborating around a common se

what is the Problem? 

For many years, we.háve told our youth that schooling is tae route to good 

'lobs. While that any be true for many collige»bonnd youth, there are serious 

'doubts about whether it is . true, for those who. enter the work force directly. 

. from' secondary school.' Thes* young' people face a set of opportunities' that is 

mployment. 

t of topics.



neither as clearly defined nor as,well organised as that for college-bound 

youth. The challenge of the next decade is to sake the rewards of education 

.and work a realipy for young people who may not seek a college education. 

,part of this. challenge lies in• research designed to explore more fully the:, 

connection between education and work. 

The relationship between-learning and work. is one'of t e most enduring 

. problems of our society. Thin problem takes a number of teras: 

people complaints from employers about,t a preparation of ÿou 

applying for jobsr, 

uncertainty among educators about what they should be teaching; 

alienation Among a se nest of the youth population who participate' 

tilly in neither School nor the workforce, 

expectations about success that are Unfulfilled by career. 

opportunities, and 

unemployment and lost productivity among  adult workers stemming from

inadequate 'training• and retraining to neat changes iu the economy.

As :the economy and the composition-of society change, the' relationship: 

between learning and work also changes., sew segments of the population.,entir: 

the labor force, new skill requirements develop,  new expectations arise about

the relationship between., schooling an_ d work, ,and new .ideas, are advancedabout 
the role of policies, markets, and organizations in determining employment and

productivity..To•a large degree, our ability as a society to anticipate and 

respond to these changes depends'On a strong bass of research about the 

relationship.'between 'learning and- work

Research on learning and work 'addresses the broad questions of--• 

dow*a.edueation and training performed in society/ 

Row de education and training influence the employment and 

productivity of young. people •and• Malta? 



low does schooling influence young peoples' entry to the labor force? 

sow are education and trainiWW financed and organised across the 

array of local institutions that performs these functions? 

Now do different types of organisations affect the sployieut of 

young people and adults? 

Are there alternative employment mechanisms that provide 

opportpniti•a for aoncolieg•-bound youth comparable to those now 

employed by college-bound youth? 

sow do schools, employers, and other organisations adapt to changes 

in the labor market and the composition. of sóciety? 

The major problem is empbaticaily. not bow to asks schools. work more 

effectively brthemselves.. but bow tö make the whole array, of policies and 

organisations that affect access to the labor market work,better for young 

people and for adults who used retraiiing. 

Rill the Problem Continue to be*isportant Over the Next Decade?„ 

Tho evidence is strong' that- the relationship between learning and:work 

will continue to be an important;policf issue over tbe next decade. 

More than 50 percent of young people between 16 and 19 years of age 

are engaged in school'•and'work at the same time. Sy their attitudes 

and behavior, young people' are signalling to society Abet they regard

,both work And tichoolis iiportantp'and tbei expect to do both..

The wheel drop-out rate, between the ninth and 12th gradei, is . 

estimated to be 28 percent, for the nation as a'whole, and in the 

. range if 45 to 50'percent in larga Urban school systems:' h 

substantial proportion of the present youth population will enter the 



labor fora* without conventional eduaatiopal 

credentials, which suggests coatinued`próbim of training and 

retraining as these .people . bicome rada,les, . 

About half the new lobs crated in any given year are in firma that 

will not exist 2 years'later. The more. active the economy, the Borg 

important, are labs .backet .skills that. can be transforred from one 

firm to another, and the more the health of the economy depends on 

institutions :that wnootb r•the • transition `froii one job to another. 

Labor !brae participation;over t e last decade has risen dramatically 

among minority and nosminority females,„it bas remained stable for 

naainoyity, sales, and it has declined foc minority malts. These 

changea, in the ,c eposition of • the. workforce portend changes in the 

relationship between cbildrearing and warksnd persistent problems

along the chronically.unamployed. 

what Challenges will policymakers Face in this Area over the Next Decade?

The major challenge facing policymakers over -the next decade is how to 

make the loosily-organised system of policies and institutions that work on 

the problem of. learning, and work more responsive to the demands of. the economy 

and society. Policy has a, number if •effects on learning and work, some of 

which are intended, some of which are unintended. understanding how policy 

works is the first step tounderstand bow' it mightbe improved. 

Policy affects the relationship between learii ing and Work : in i, number' of 

ways: 

It sets basis-constraints in.on,waga, hours, and conditions; 

It creates new institutional structura or reinforces existing ones; 



It direáts employers, hiring decisions toward certain types of people 

by offering positive incentives, or. introducing constraints;, . 

It directs education and training at certain skills and certaiá types 

of people bŸ próviding subsidies to individuals and Organisations. 

These functions are performed under a. variety of different statutory 

authorities, implemented by a complex atria's of organisations, working at all 

levels ofigovernmsat. The policies include institutiouai subsidies through 

grants to state and local govern emit, employes tax credits, lamas and grants 

to individuals, subsidies to employment services, and regulations. Thai result 

of these policies is á.highly fsaymsnted an;d balkanised:set of 

inatitutioas--regulatory agencies, pnblia and privato amployment services, 

high scbools, public and psoprietary`v ational Schools, community'colleges,

póblic and private commnmity-based organisations, and voiuntary organisations. 

Many attempts have been made'ovar.~ the past 24 years, or so, ' to improvethe 

performance of these policies, often. with limited success. The probleii 

created by these policies and institutions will not go away of their own 

accord. They require sustained attention.bypolicymakers and careful scrutiny 

by researchers. Among the major questions to be addressed are:

Do regnlatieas on'wagealr bouss, and .working conditions ,create 

disincentives for employers to invest in workplace training? or,

'alternatively,"at vbat level do~tbs'costs of regulations, in terms of'

lost opportunities for training, begin. to outweigh their benefits, in 

terms of:prót:eation for target groupsT

Now do sYstems 'of controlled entry to the labor

market--appeenticesbips, !or'exampie--affect access to training and 

later~opportunities? And bow do labor-management       agreements on 

conditions of entry affect access to training and later opportunities? 



What is th€'fit, or lick of fit, between publicly-subsidized 

vocational education and"the skills demanded by employers? What 

incenlves woi d increase this fit? 

What is the relationship betimes learning and credentials      on the one 

-band, and 'smployere hiring decisions  on  the other hand? Does 

increasing the basic' skills and.enployability of high school 

gradhéteá increase thePlikelihoo4 that, they will be employed, or does 

it simply raise the entry standards that employers   use to screen 

sppliaants? Ondes what conditions could improvement of high school 

preparation. be eniected to result in improved employment prospects? 

What•ar• the returnsto individuals and society am Investments. in' 

education and'traininp eov different are the returns on different 

types of learning and credentials? 

thwhat are e co~arativf advantages of schools a employers in so the' 

provision of training? Do employers select on 'general' skills and 

train for "specific" skills? 'tinder what conditions? Does schooling

Increase the mobility of labor?.Under what conditions? , 

Are some organizational arrangements for the provision of education

and tnitning more. responsive to shifts is the demand for labór than 

others? if so, what makes them more responsive? what  alternative

models•for organising:education and. training should polie:ymakeri be 

aware Of?

- Dreamt organisational''arrangements more, responsive to demands' for 

retraining of adult workers? •1f so, what makes thim more responsive?" 



Thep ate recurring questions which smut be addressed persistently over 

tine by researchers and policymakers as the Conditions, of the economy and  the.

composition of the labos force change. There are no simple answers, there are 

only degrees of certainty. !ailing to address, these questions in a systematic 

and sustained way, bowews, means that the responsiveness öf policies and

institutions to changes in Cho economy will be more a matter chance than 

design. 

What New Research Will Be Needed Over the Next Decade? 

In addition to 'these percutent questions, research  on learning and work 

will need to develop new areas of inquiry to be responsive to changes in the 

economy and society. Daow thouareas in which new research is required are: 

(1) Research on reward stsùctures • for áoocolle$e4bóuid' yänth. " nor a 

society in which more than one quarter of the secondary school population does 

not finish' high school, about one-half of those who finish high school do not 

enter college, and about one-half.of -those who enter college don't get 

degrees, we focus too little attention on the rewards that are offered those, 

who do not enter or do not complete college. We know that ,failure to complete 

high school significantly affects future earnings. But we don't know very

Much about why young people don't complete high school, or about the options 

that high school dropouts face. Nor do we fully understand whether, or how

schools . recognise the talents of . noacollege-boung youth., ..Oar dominant ,notas' 

of achieveaent are so tied to college attendance thát we have neglected to: 

understand • oppostunit j a and :toward for those who ' do riot .attend college. 

The high proportion of dropouts and of young people. jointly pursuing 

school, and work suggest that young people are finding` alternativós to 

secondary education. These alternatives may not be the best or the most 

"productive for society. preliminary research suggests that high schools focus 



their best efforts on students who iptend to go to college, provide 

alternative voctional training for the limited number who express a specific 

vocational interest, and provide a so-called •general• education for the 

rest. It is this latter group, constituting the largest proportion of 

students in many high schools, which may represent the largest loss of talent 

from the educational system. Are the perceived rewards of staying in school 

sufficient to keep this group engaged in education? Are these ways to 

restructure high schools so that they motivate and reward success short Of 

advancement to college? Are the rewards for teaching, counseling, and helping 

these young people sufficient to assure that they get adequate attention from

the adults who work in secondary schools? 

(2) Descriptive research and model-building on the organization of

education and training. one of the most persistent problems of .the current 

fragmented and balkanized system of education and training is that we lack an 

understanding of how it operates and, more importantly, what forms of 

organizations are likely to be most effective. Program evaluations typically 

focus on one specific     piece of the system, ignoring its relationships to other 

parts of the system. Economic reiearch.typically examines the relationship 

between individual attributes,,. policies, and measures of employment, often 

ignoring the institutional setting in which individual attributes are. 

determined and policies are implemented. Ethnographic research typically 

focuses on how individuals behave in social settings, at the expense of asking 

how those settings could be altered to work more effectively. 

What is lacking thus far in research on learning and work is sustained 

analysis of what institutional structures exist, how well they work, and what 

are the plausible alternatives for changing those structures. There are, for 

example, significant differences in the way the United States, European 



countries, and Japan roach the connection between schooling, training, and 

work. Many northern European countries, for example, have constructed 

integrated systems of vocational training and training, unemployment 

compensation, and economic development. These systems may be more effective 

at moving people into the labor force and at retraining displaced workers, or 

they may impede these processes by introducing constraints on the labor 

market. Most industrialised countries have a much lower rate of participation 

in college education Olathe United States, but many have more highly 

developed systole for postsecondary training in business and technical 

occupations. is it possible to Increase. the responsiveness of lsb.ousuppYy to

cbanges in technology b! diversifying noabacaalaoreate degree programs?- U.S. 

employers invest large amounts of money•in education and training for their 

employees, yet we know very little about the way these activities are 

organised and whether they suggest new models for publicly financed education 

and trsiting. in order to pose serious alternatives, to the present system of 

education and training in this country, we need• sustained inquiry'into what 

those alternatives are. 

(3) Specification and testing of competing models of labor market entry,

mobility, and success. The current,literature contains it rich array.of 

theoretical models on the reletionship between    learning andwork. Human 

capital'theory suggests that.individuals and employers make education and 

training decisions based on äpected returns, that•thete are• differences in 

the-returns to workers'and employers. between *specific' and 'general' skills, 

and that policies designed to influence the labor market frequently have 

perverse effects on workers' and employers' decisions to invest in education 

and training as well as on the mobility of labor. Alternative theories

suggest that schools train and employers select'on•attributes that have, at 



best, an indirect relationship to expected returns. Attributes like 

punctuality .reliability, passivity, and tolerance for control áre, according ,

to this view, more important to employers than expected returns. Still other 

theories suggest that the labor market is, in fact, a collection of 

stratified, segmented, and separate labor markets, each of which works in a 

different way, depending on the type of work to be .done. Determinants of 

. access, entry, and success that apply in one labor market may not apply in 

another. 

While these and other theories have generated a great deal of productive 

research, they have not always resulted in research that spoke usefully to 

policymakers. Part of the problem lies in the fact that research, to this 

point, has used relatively crude measures of education and training, such as 

years of schooling, educational credentials, and work experience. These 

studies represent the best that can be done with existing data. Zn order to 

get to a higher level of policy-relevance, the next generation of research 

must concentrate on developing more refined measures of education and

training. This, in turn, will probably require more sophisticated data 

collection that has'been dóne in the past. 

Another difficulty with existing research is that competing theories have 

been used primarily to generate hypotheses for further research, rather than 

to focus policymakers' attention on important problems of policy content and 

delivery structure. Consequently, when policymakers look to researchers for, 

advice, they get competing and contradictory guidance. One element lacking in 

the research thus far is an attempt to elaborate and test competing theories 

as models for policymaking and organisation. Addressed on this level, 

competing models may.have much more to say about the likely effects of new 

policies than' researchers have been able to say thus far. 



libat Resources and inirti tinti - Will sï • lticibliái~e • ~ro • Di' Tbis Resea~eh?

, if research on learning and work is to be well done and useful for 

pólicymaking, it-must have at last the following attributes: • 

(1) • it should bi gennieely intirdisciólinary. The. major deficiency . of 

:misting res.aroh'on learning and vork is not its. quality, but is disciplinary

focus. Economists havé focused largely on the operation of labor markets, at 

tbo expense of institutions: sociologists have focused largely on the, 

déterminants of income and social class, at till expense of policy;.:valuators 

have examined specific programs, at the :spies: of the larger policy issuni 

raised by those programs.- One argument for investing in organized research on 

learning and work, as opposed to simply allowing discipline-based research to 

run its cours., is to break down these disciplinary boundaries and focus, 

attention on the relationship between policies, markets, and organisations. 

Simply putting a group of researchers from different backgrounds together 

in. the eagle setting ,won't accomplish' this purpose• Seabees of the group must • 

demonstrate sufficient fluency in the research of other disciplines to merge 

their,. work with those disciplines. Evidence must exist that ;aaembers of tie' 

group can develop and pursue a common research agenda, rather   than a

collection of independent projects organisod, around- a . set of themes. 

Researchers 'should alió give evidence, 'from their prior -work, that.:they can . 

treat enlisting modela of e access, entry, ant mobility with a; high . degree of

detaehm.nt. 

(2) it would probably involve new data collection, rather than lust 

re-analysis of 'existing data., ttñeh•of the analysis. in this, area has been done

on existing data files--the National Longitudinal Survey,• special versions of 

the Current Population Survey, etc. • These data files 'are useful, but limited

in their ability to. probe institutional and policy, questions. .Researchers 



should be prepared to suggest how additional    data collection could be used to 

sharpen the focus of research on institutional sad policy questions. 

(3) It' should entail' exalicit'connections with policymakers and. 

practitioners in the field:.` _ ,kaother:10oz problem' with: existing ,rssearab•, is'

that it,seldom connects With poUcyaskers and practitioners in ways that.ate, 

useful to them It is oiM thing for exle amp to document te exten ct to whi h

young people drop out e!. high school and lair dropping out affects future 

income,but quite another to suggest how existing institutions could be 

altered to minimise the incidence and, effects of failure to complete high 

school., The latter requires• not"just .research .on the: aggregate 1feats of 

attainment oa income, •but: also-:. familiarity with tie way high school* and''' 

alternative programs wart. It also requires an understanding of bow, policy 

can influence schools an4,-alternativp programs in nsefi4 v ys. 

One argument for organised research on.learning and Work, as opposed tó

leaving the accumulation of knowledge to individuals:pdrsuing

discipline-related qúestions, is that it-will increase the usefulness of 

research to policysakers and practitioners.• Researchers should demonstrates

how these connections'• between research, policy, and pr aciice'can'be nurtured

(4) It sight be organised either as a single, centralised research center 

or a group of scholars in different locations collaborating eround'a common 

,set of topics. This ,is an- area .in: which substantial research has already been 

done. There are, consequently, . a 'nuabes of resiarcbers 'in: ,a` number .of , 

different settings with' a strceé 'intarest'in the area. 'The additional

resources may be $uffieient to dray together'a strong interdisciplinarygroup 

in one location. 'Or alterditively,•a•better use of resources might be to form 

Such a group from researchers workingin a number of ••locations. ,,-Organisationif 

plans should be sufficiently 'flexible to allow fór:'either` possibility.•, 

Researchers should be encouraged to provisos, either kind of oreisation.7



MISSION STATEMENT

    GOVERNANCE AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY

MISSION SUMMARY

Iffectivó school.perforaaaae is shaped pitiaately by the governance 

framework., she growitg dissatisfactioa with educatioial performsno has .

brought.áome qaestioaiag of the decisioaadciag framework. Can th* 

efficiencies of private iadustry be in some wy introduced into public 

education, Without causing equity"difficulti*s?- Should reipoisibilities ynd 

fundraising obligations be allocated differently by' level 'of gótrernrat? 

Charges in decisionmakinq responsibilities may altes school perfornanco, and 

they may be valued on their, own. Ne propose' an interdisciplinary center, 

composed of lawyers and social scientists of various types, to study these 

matters. 



Rationale

Like all areas of 'public policy, education raises pfofrituid iisurimi about= 

how and where  authoritative decisions  are lido. But thelie issues have 

frnguentlY been treated in isolation from each other, pre debate whether• 

education should be p;imatily• publiö-or private, with "minas=lude' largely ” 

  through majoritarian policies or through prefeeences expressed in the market

place. Other. focus on federali=, attempting to understand decisionmaking , 

among local, state, and federal governaents. 

Even if these is agreement Over the assignment of responsibility, still 

other complexities of governance remain. The private sector is nultifaceted, 

requiring understanding of the. appropriate roles of business, nonprofit 

corporations, secular and sectarian schoolse_testing servicest .textbook 

publishers, and the like. 011 the other hand, governments are also 

multifaceted. Executive, judicial, legislative, and Various blends of this. 

functions operate in distinct agencies, with overlapping responsibilities and 

constituencies. Operation within a multiple-level system of governance means 

there is great variation in educatión policy. Such an intergovernmental 

variety suggests learning opportunities for practitioners (wbatifits my needs) 

and research learning for scholars (what accounts ior observed difference"). 

Given such complexity, we propose that a center be established to study

governance sechimiinia—including Public-private control and intergovernmental' 

relations--and their link to student performance, combining such issues in an 

integrated research agenda. 



in recOmneadimg this gluies me believe that deciaioamiking and 

.. govermasee used their student perfossaoce consequence --+ara ctitical, ;Atha 

1950•. and booed„ for a number of.pressing. reasons.

The 'Who decides ' question:cannot be disentangled fron the 

question of improving student performance and outcomes. For azemple, the 

ámpomerment.of local school districts sad paiests over certain kinds of • 

decisions may or may not bave a favorable impact on student performance. But 

it may also have.tbe consequence of-geaa=atiap pareatel support for the school

system. One level Of government may be more efficient in implementing a

policy than another, and some tasks--perhaps soma forms of vocational

education--may be better performed in the private than in the public sector.

Accountability, control, and decisionmaking authority maybe 

iaportaat to understand in themselves. In any'policy dispute, whose values 

ara to be legitimate? In a federal system, many different values get 

legitimated. Eov states react to federal education concerns, how districts 

relate to state authorities, how district authority is interpreted by local 

professionals and parents--none of this uniform. Each level has its own 

interests and values to define and protect is school policy. Sometimes action 

focuses on these divergent interests undermines action at other levels; 

sometimes they reinforce each other. 

for raampie, there are disagreements about the appropriate 

missions of education. But even when there is agreement at some high-level of 

' abstraction--e.g., more effective schools--many specific decisions soothe 

. made and these are debatable also. What skills are to be imparted? Should 



values be tamght, and what values? low ought the various tasks be performed?

Whose views will be ascepted? In short, these are questions of legitimacy, 

always an issue in a democracy, and they relate to public support for 

education and public willingness to trust administrators and teachers.:`In ' 

addition, even in an efficient educational order, one that produces desired 

student outcomes (e.g., self-sufficiency, ability to find and hold a job, 

etc.), there are other issues of equity and distribution. These thorny 

questions of 'Who gets what?' need to be decided in a manner that is fair, and

is perceived to be fair. This inevitably involves consideration of 

alternative governance mechanisms, their variety is extensive in a federal 

nation, and their utilities are major research questions. 

In our policy system, regularly interacting with each other are 

levels of government, branches of government, and the public and, private 

sectors. It is important to understand these reciprocal relationships if 

strategies are to be devised to enhance learning, to be accountable to parents

and citizens, or to develop any other set of policy goals. Minimally, this 

suggests that policies and implementation techniques sight be studied for 

patterns across decisionmaking.structures which may be drawn on for anyone's 

use. For example:

Given variation among government levels, what difference 

does it make how policy is made and implemented, and at what level, in 

building effective schools? 



she effestive schools literature suggests that publia 

schools might benefit from policiei in private Schools that produce greater 

teacher. and principal autoac y, firmer discipline, and a more acadiaically 

oriented curriculum. 

Courtt impieienting federal civil rights and education 

mandates might borrow a chapter from the implementation techniques. of 

administrative agencies. 

'Some market mechanisms might be impórtaa into the public 

sector (e.g., the relaxation of residency requirements fer =hoot attendance 

in a district, voucher or voucher-like schemes). 

Regulatory techniques might be examined more closely in 

relation to the private sector (e.g., regulation of private schools, 

validation of private-sector tests used in the public schools). 

Recruitment and retention policies might be compared across 

secular private, parochial, and public schools, and consideration be given to 

the varying laws that cover labor relations in each type. 

Do many such policy issues vary systematically because of 

underlying state and local cultures, the population's status distributions,

etc.? 



In short, by studying governance and education policy broadly, researchers 

might draw on rich experiences to áreate options and alternatives to meet such 

'goais'as student performance, equity, accountability, and legitimacy. 

Education operates not only"in a context of government impact, it also is 

influenced by other national forces. Demographic changes, economic cycles, 

professional norm setting =- all act factors that affect the variation among 

states and districts. Their interaction With the intergovernmentainetwórk is 

rarely studied, but this is the real-life context in which policymakers and 

practitioners do work. In sum, programmatic concerns become real only within 

the existing federal system of education, as it is impacted by private-sector 

factors. 

If this research orientation is pursued, a variety of disciplines will 

clearly be needed. Political scientists and lawyers understand allocation of 

power, legitimacy, federalism, legal mandates, and such institutions as 

courts, legislatures, and administrative agencies. Economists have auch to 

say about markets--their glories and imperfections. Public choice theorists 

have made profound contributions to the study of market-like mechanisms in the 

public domain. Power and money are not independent, and so the mission should 

draw on the work of school finance experts. Implementation and organisational 

theory provide important insights into incentive structures, institutional 

regularities, the efficacy of external mandates, and the like. As difficult 

as it may be, the goals should be to integrate the various conceptual 

approaches and to allow for healthy cross-fertilization. 

We also believe that it will be necessary to attract firet-rate minds in 

these, disciplines, and especially some who have not previously related their 

work to education policy studies. The insularity of education research--not 



unlike that of: any other field—will need to be gvercon., u well u the 

insularity of.those who hold different visions as to how social life may be 

organised and explained. 

Mote that such talented people who would be ready to cooperate in such 

research may be spreid across the nation, and so say not be'irilling to 

relocate or to become part of a large-scale institution. Moreover, they may ' 

be willing to devote only a portion of their tine to these studies, and so 

would not respond to the traditional incentives for education research. 

Therefore, a •networking• approach ia•seriously urged, with a Center 

consisting of personnel drawn from many campuses, private industry, and 

practitioners--but not on a full-time basis. Funding for the Center ought to 

allow the linkages among disciplines to be made in a flexible manner that 

accommodates the scarcity of talent, the lack of a critical mass of people in 

any one place, and the different levels Of commitment to education policy and 

governance research. 

Major. Lines of Research'

In proposing new research in this' area, we are mindful of the fact that 

this new Center would,not be starting from scratch. For example, the field of 

intergovernmental grants has been carefully worked over by the IFG at Stanford 

and over a longer period by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernal 

Relations, u well as others (Municipal Yearbook, Book of States, etc.). It 

is rare, nowadays, to find a state that does not have a computer model that 

can quickly tell legislators how much various school districts would get under • 

various state-aid formulas. There is an organisation of school finance . 



specialists and a journal on the subject. There have been analyses of plans 

to alter the public-private balance in education—such as vouchers or 

performance contracting schemes—and we are beginning to see. comparisons (and

recomparisons) of public and private school systems on some dimensions. Ther

have also been many studies of the legal framework within which governance 

decisions increasingly are made. 

With all of this past research--a literature that includes many excellent 

studies (and to be sure, many mediocre ones)--one might ask why another Center

and more research is needed. There are basically three answers: 

These issues have been at the heart of education policy for many

years--absolutely central for the last two decades--and it is impossible to 

imagine giving up research. 

In this area, more than any other, new proposals are constantly 

appearing on stage. In the 1960's, it was desegregation; in 1968, it was the 

Serrano decision; in 1970, it was special revenue sharing; in 1972, 

performance contracting, later vouchers; in 1981, tuition tax credits; and in 

1983, the Mueller decision. There is a continuing demand for new analysis to 

respond to new policy events. 

Research here is difficult. Even if a moratorium were declared 

on new policy proposals,, analysis would be still necesary to refine estimates, 

appraisals, and so on. Perhaps this rationale would not be put forward for 

all types of educational research we deem it vital to do so for this crucial 

area. 



Turning to a more specific list of research 'questions for the 1980',s, we., 

have grouped these into those that generally. raise. the public-private balance

issue,   and those that generally involve federalism issues within the public 

sector. Obviously, the true distinction is not quite lo neat. 

Federalism (Level of Government Ouestions: 

Analysis andere-analysis of the impacts of different types of 

grant arrangements between higher governmente (federal or state) and local 

school districts, e.g., compensatory education programs, impact aid, power 

equalisation grants, categorical grants, effort maintenance grants, block 

grants, and whatever any new president, governor or legislature may devise. 

:.The carrot or stick problem of implementation. if a state (or 

indeed the federal government) desire' ho make a change, is this best done by 

grant incentives, legal mandates, some combination, or what? Are some 

approaches better suited to some problems? Are some approaches better suited 

to some types of school districts--urban or rural, bilingual, regional, etc.? 

If the state is to exercise its Constitutional role to provide 

effective education, what are the special competencies needed by its 

state-level agencies? What capacities in the form of trained personnel and in 

data collection and analytical methods are needed for the three branches of 

government, based upon fruitful experience in peer states? 



Given the range of educational services and goals of school 

districts, are some more effectively implamented by the district alone,'by' 

inter-district cooperation, by sharing with the county or state, or by state, 

pre-emption? (that patterns exist among the states for a given service area, 

and what operating principles underlie these, such as political culture? Does 

shifting control up or down  the intergovernmental scale increase 

effectiveness, efficiency, or costs? Or doss such a shift depend upon the , 

redistributive of distributive effects of a given policy? 

DO differences among states in compulsory education, competence 

testing, and graduate requirements   demonstrate different consequencas,for 

_preparing children for adult self-sufficiency (e.g., in reducing functional 

illiteracy?)

Does action at different ,levels of government create different 

program effects? For example,    whet are the implications for minority member 

and noncertified teachers produced by varying state regulations for teacher 

education and certification? -Do federal programs or state schooling services 

for limited English-speaking children exhibit different effects? 

With textbook content controlled by the volume of sales 

generated in just three states, can different networks of states organise to 

produce' curriculum materials (including computer software) benefiting their 

values? 



An ultimate *motion may be: given relatively static state and

district systems Where , education policy changes only slowly, how do they 

change nsa-iacrrentblly who. innovation is nrgsd throughout the land? - Msy do 

some states and districts respond slowly, and some quickly, to these changes? 

That is, in the successful diffusion of innovaton, what is the role of levels 

of government, of professionals, and of citisen interest?

public--private issues: 

 Analysis and co-analysis of attempts to introduce4irkets, or 

sark b-like sschanisis, into public education s, perforsuscls 

incentive, school district reorganization, cooperative     effects between public. 

and private schools). 

The implication of the Mueller decision, allowing sons fories of 

state support to private, religious schools for private schooling and for

federal tuition tax credit proposals. 

The role of private testing services vis-a-vis public school 

curriculum and teaching practices, particularly      with regard to ehe 

implementation of effective schools proposals. 

The impact of the National Labor Relations Act, Title VII,• 

federal tax policies, and the Fair Labor Standards Act on private schooling. 



The impact of increased public support of private education on 

racial integration of student bodies, residential segregation, and public 

support of public schools. 

The impact of collective bargaining on public and private • 

schools and a comparison of the implications for governance in each sector.-

Thh nature, extent, and significant• of corporate influences on 

public education, including curriculum, personnel, and governance. 

The legitimate and permissible limits of governmental regulation 

aims instruction. 

Concluding Comments 

The primary audience for the suggested research would be education 

policymakers at the .federal, state, and local levels, and thus it would be 

critical for the research program to include significant dissemination 

efforts. Further, the research would involve extensive data collection, and 

the data would need to be made available to policymakers in a succinct and 

intelligible form. To the extent that the research sheds light on the 

appropriate cooperative relationship between institutions in the private 

sector and public schools, the Center should be prepared to identify models of 

cooperation and to provide technical assistance to state and local officials 

who wish to implement those models. 



The payoff of the suggested programmatic resàrch would be to enabli 

decisionmakers to sake informed and -purposeful decisions about practices, 

policies, and governance: mechanisms. that lay be transferred from- one sphere to „ 

the other, and to adopt a blend of procedures and policies that might-best 

advance learning objectives., The. research might also shed considerable light,

on how best to accasmodati the 'needs of the private sector (economic growth, 

technological advancement, etc.) and the priorities of public education (equal 

educational oppo rtunieye t economic self-sufficiene%Y• citizenshiptraining,. 

competency in essential skills, etc.). It would treat public And private 

schools; and public policyaakers at different levels, as parts of an 

integrated educatidn system, and seek to answer the difficult questions about 

allocation of scarce resources and accountability of those charged with 

educating the youth of the nation. 

Most importantly, it would move education reform away from a focus on 

wishful thinking and anecdotes about successful and unsuccessful reform 

efforts and towards a focus on the concrete policy decisions that would need 

to be made to implement a reform agenda for education in the 1980's and beyond. 



IR!/Idt STAMM 

TSAMSr.ATIHa EESEAACE INTO lDQCATIOMAL IMPROVEMENT

Mission Summary 

This Center will study factors that facilitate or impede the 

: . interpretat4on, dissemination, understanding, acceptance,' and use of 

educational res arah for the purposes of improving educational policy and 

.~ practice. It shall do .research on social, political, organisational,

• psyáhological, and communication factors that affect the transmission of

"research results to potential users and that influence their willingness and 

capacity to take research into account in their work. 

 Not so long ago, research was viewed as an effective avenue to educational 

reform: confidence was high among legislators, administrators, research 

iponsors, and'research performers that research would identify promising 

'coursss'of,'action and that decisionmakers would apply thew to enhance 

educational performance. That earlier faith is now eroding. Many people are 

skeptical..about. the payoffs from research. There is probably no more 

important undertaking for HIE as a research agency than (1) understanding the 

pmcondatibms'unddr which the premise of research-a -a-basis-for-educational-

impraveient actually holds and (2) building thóss understandings into mare

='',effective strategies for bringing research knowledge into the mainstream of 

• educational 'decisionmaking. 



The Center shall begin its program of research with a realistic 

understanding of what 'using research' signifies in the complex worlds of 

educational policymaking ¡ad practice. It should not begin with expectations 

that research will supply •answers' that actors in educational systems should 

directly and instrumentally •apply' to 'solve the problems they face. As 

previous research has demonstrated, 'using research' is a much more diffuse 

process than the traditional linear model (research solution 

application) suggests.. At best, research provides concepts, generalisations, 

add data that open new lines of thinking, cast doubt on conventional 

assumptions, and help decisionmakers interpret and reinterpret past experience 

in their quest for innovative strategies of action. 

The Center's program of research should take account of the fact that 

policymakers and practitioners have their own knowledge about the educational 

domain, which in many cases is as sound and rich as the knowledge that 

research supplies. The major issues have to do with ways to encourage 

evaluation of knowledge derived from both experience and research and an 

appropriate merger of the two streams of knowledge. 

Another• premise that should undergird the Center's research activities is

that research is not the only external source of information and ideas 

pressing for attention. There are many other information sources in 

competition. For example, the vast array of educational interest groups, 

publishers of books and magasines, the mass media, advocates for special 

causes, and many other groups vie for influence on educational decisions. 

Therefore, research on issues of knowledge transfer should take into account 

the crowded channels of communication. 



Uoreover, the laws, regulations, budgets, norms, and standard operating 

procedures of the organisations within which educational actors work exert 

significant influence on what they do and do sot attend to. Organisational 

incentive and reward structures are an important component of the knowledge 

transfer domain. 

In short, research in this field musk proceed from a sophisticated 

awareness of the sociopolitical complexity of the issues. Past research has 

revealed many of the problems. The task for the Center is to extend 

understanding of effective means for cultivating wiser use of re*earch in 

educational choices. 

Justification 

Considerable research bas been and is being done on significant 

educational issues, but the use of that research has been sporadic and 

erratic. A host of factors have been identified that intervene between the 

writing of a research report and its consideration in arenas of decison 

making. Among these are: 

limitations of the research (e.g., too narrow, not oriented to 

policy issues, of poor quality, faddish, arrives too late for 

decisions, inconsistent conclusions within a study, divergent 

findings across studies, findings based upon past rather than 

present or future conditions, presented in incomprehensible 

jargon, does not suggest courses of action, noncumulative) 



limitations of practitioners and decisionmakers (e.g., Unwilling 

to take the time to listen or read, in a burry, prefer to rely 

on their own experience, have fixed opinions, unfamilar and 

uncomfortable with research) 

limitations óf organisations in which practice and policy takes 

place (e.g., fragmentatioq of responsibility, information 

overload, adherence to standard operating procedures, commitment 

to organisational ideology and 'things as they are,' frequent 

shifts in attention an new issues emerge, permeability to 

outside pressures, salience of the need to accommodate divergent 

interests, inadequate resources to attend to needs identified by 

research) 

limitations in communication links that transfer research 

knowlege to policynakers and practitioners (e.g., little 

synthesis of separate studies, inadequate interpretation, poor 

targeting to audiences, poor writing, lack of common   concepts 

and language,insufficient personal contact with prospective 

users,competition with other sources of information, inadequate 

attention to training and technical assistance to help people 

apply research findings, insufficient development--the D in 

RiD--of research-based technologies, arrogance in assuming 

primacy of research over experience) 



some of these concerns are undoubtedly more pervasive than others: some 

apply only under very special circumstances. Nevertheless, for whatever 

constellation of reasons, experience shows that research has had only a modest 

influence on policy and practice in education. Much valid and important 

evidence goes unheeded. Policy mistakes are needlessly repeated. Early 

warnings of problems are not attended to. ''Inequities persist. Contributions 

that research can make to wisdom are lost.' 

The losses are serious on many counts. Not least is the decline in 

support for funding educational research among political leaders and the 

public. sut even more important is the .loss of faith in research as an avenue 

to educational improvement among the people most directly involved, the people 

who make practice and policy decisions and the people who do the research. To 

stem the dwindling of hope for rational action based on valid and objective 

analysis, means must be found to improve the dissemination and consideration 

of research in decisionmaking at every level. 

Past Research 

Several dozen good empirical studies of knowledge dissemination and 

utilisation have been conducted in recent years. They have extended our 

understanding of the processes by which research results influence policy and, 

'we do not intend to imply that all educational research is worth attending to. 
Much of it warranta neglect. But questions of how to plan a productive 
research agenda, select appropriate investigators, and conduct and manage 
research in ways that encourage both quality and utility are beyond the 
purview of the proposed Center. 



to a lesser extent, influence classroom practice. They have revealed the 

ambiguities in the concept of •using• research and highlighted the complex 

routes to influence. 

A frequent finding is that what decisionmakers are likely to hear about is 

not so much the specific results of a particular study as the ideas and 

generalisations from research. The ideas come to their attention not 

primarily through their own search activities or thorugh targeted 

dissemination efforts, but from a variety of informal channels, such as 

conversations, meetings, contacts with specialists in *issue networks,' the 

specialized and mass media. When they learn about research ideas, 

generalisations, and results, they assess them against the standards of their 

own experience: Does the information make sense in light of what they already 

know? 

Another common finding is that applying research results and ideas is a 

complex process which depends heavily, on features of the organizational 

environment. On occasion, actors use research results to make and justify 

controversial decisions; the trappings of •objective science' bolster their 

position in the burly-burly of organisational politics. At times, they 

consider the ideas from research primarily to question the direction of 

existing policy and program and to rethink what they are doing. Sometimes, it 

takes years before the ideas from research find an outlet--an occasion on 

which the opportunity arises to stake out a new course. Often the use of 

research is a gradual process, with research ideas slowly percolating into 

actors' awareness and gradually transforming their sense of how the world 

works and the alternative courses they might pursue. 



Past research bas also revealed the many occasions on which actors do not 

hear about relevant research. Only a small minority of policy actors, and 

probably-fewer practitioners, engage in active search for research' 

information. Many people fail to pay attention even to reports that arrive on 

their desks. sowever short, well-written, or timely they may be, research 

reports are usually of low priority tampered to the immediate demand* of the 

working day. Unless there are obvious and direct organisational incentives to 

respond to research findings, reports usually go to the bottom of the pile. 

Some peat studies on knowledge transfer have been informative. Many 

others, unfortunately, have been poorly conceived. Por example, we now know 

that interviewing people about their 'use of research runs the risk of 

collecting a hodgepodge of unreliable data, with respondents interpreting 

'use in a variety of disparate ways. Several good case studies on the 

transmission and use of research have been done. They bave illuminated 

contextual factors that have been salient in the case, but it is not clear how 

generalizable the findings ate to other contexts. A handful of laboratory 

experiments have been conducted to discern the effects of information on 

(simulated) decisions, but whether the results of these studies apply in 

real-world practice remains unclear. 

Readership surveys, studies of attitude change, studies of organisational 

decision processes, analyses of organisational improvement efforts, evaluations 

of particular dissemination programs (e.g., R&D Exchange), historical reviews 

of changing directions in O.S. education—all have contributed pieces of 

relevant evidence of the subject of knowledge transfer. But by and large, 



the results have been ssmcmmulative. Each study examines a wall patch, using 

its even definitions, variables, and research methods, so that putting together 

a coherent nip of the territory defies even creative ingenuity. And the 

further—and essential-•-step is still is the future, namely, applying our 

emerging understanding of knowledge - transfer processes to the development of 

effective stratesiee for'cemmmicatina the results of tond research to people 

in education who can benefit from them and deviates mechanisms to encourage 

appropriate use of research among decisionmakers in key positions. 

Plan of Action 

Currently, there is little agreement among researchers who have been 

studying issues related to research dissemination on the parameters of the 

field, suitable approaches, or strategies of investigation. There is no 

consensus on the appropriate theoretical orientation or on specification of 

variables of significance. 

Furthermore, there is no university that has a critical sass of relevant 

scholars. Relatively few people throughout the country have specialised in 

research on knowledge transfer, many fewer on knowledge transfer in education. 

And within the existing coterie, there are few people from disciplines such as 

organisational sociology, cognitive psychology, and communications who 

probably should be involved. There is probably no one institution that can at 

this time provide the resources needed for productive research in this area. 



	

Accordingly, a networkarrangement would appear highly promising. a

"Center" should engage the efforts of scholars from a number of different 

institutions. Now and by what administrative mechanisms such a de-centered 

Center would function remains to be worked out. But if good work is to be 

done, this seems to be the only way of bringing outstanding people on board on 

a continuing basis. 

Given the disarray in the field and the number of unproductive studies 

that have already been dons, a period of preparation is in order prior to the 

fielding of a set of major new studies. Such preparatory work might include: 

a series of meetings or conferences with specialists from different 

disciplines to try to reach agreement on the basic direction of the field; 

preparation of syntheses of existing research related to research 

dissemination and user background papers on the orienting theories and 

constructs that shape research in different disciplinary traditions; critical 

review of strategies and methods of investigation that have been employed in 

studying the issue; identification of the most significant factors and 

variables that affect the several stages of knowledge transfer; identification 

of promising approaches for further study. 

The scholars in the Center network should take the lead in managing the 

pre-research preparation. But they should have the liberty -- and the 

resources  to commission work from people who do not want to maintain an 

ongoing commitment to research in the field. For example, they may want to 

ask a geographer to writs a paper on the approaches geographers use to study 

the spatial diffusion of new practices or ask a political scientist to discuss 

the role of interest groups in the legislative process and the types of data 

and infomation that such groups use as a foundation for advocacy of positions. 



After the network scholars have cams to some agreements on fruitful 

research, they should work out an allocation of resources among themselves to 

pursue particular studies. They should also be able to receive proposals and 

fund research from researchers outside the network and be able to commission 

studies from outsiders, in order to be sure that the best qualified people are 

engaged in appropriate research. 

The network should maintain a function of ongoing review and synthesis, 

and periodically revise their theories and definitions of the state of 

knowledge and appropriate next steps. The 'Center,' then, would be a 

mechanism for integration, support, and publication of research on knowledge 

dissemination and use. When the Center has developed information worth 

applying, it should work closely with IRE Labs to pilot-test new approaches. 

One of the dangers of this proposal is that it will centralize research in 

this field in the hands of a relatively few people. Therefore, safeguards 

must be established to ensure that it does not became a closed corporation. 

The first safeguard will be the selection of researchers to paticipate in the 

network. The selection should be broad-gauged, including people who have 

already done good research on educational dissemination and use but also 

including people whose research bas been outside of education and in 

collateral subject areas. An interdisciplinary mix is essential. So, too, is 

the representation of a diversity of approaches. The selection process is 

crucial. 



Another safeguard- must be the maintenance of openness to maverick view-

points from scholars outside the network. There should be procedures to 

inform researchers throughout the country about the Center's work, encourage 

them to contribute ideas and critiques of Center plans and research studies, 

and mechanisms to support research unsolicited by the Center but recognised as 

promising for achievement of the Center's mission. 

Funding 

A system of variable funding seems necessary. In the first year or two, 

when most of the work will probably be synthesis,. critique, and planning, a 

modest level of funding may be sufficient. In later years, new research 

studies will be undertaken, and the level of funding should increase. Funds 

will also be needed for publication and dissemination of the Center's reports. 

Throughout the life of the Center, management is a critical function. 

Particularly with the kind of dispersed participation foreseen here, it is 

essential that the administrative staff be superbly qualified to maintain high 

levels of participation, on-tile completion of tasks, and collective review 

and re-planning. Adequate support for the administrative function is 

essential. 



Appendix I

Organisational Matters and Other Important "Loose Ends"

The Lab and Center Study Group for Education Policy has met for six days of 

intense deliberation and exchange of viers. Many important points were raised 

that are not addressed in the mission statements or transmittal letter. These 

points cover both substantive and organizational issues. 

The Study Group recognizes that considerable research has already 

been conducted on various aspects of educational policy. However, auch of 

this research has been divorced from the practical, everyday problems of 

educators. The mission statements that we submit to MIS have been guided by 

one overriding question: In what ways does policy enhance or detract from 

student learning and effective teaching? And second, what research can most 

usefully improve our understanding of the consequences of policy for teaching, 

student performance, and other fundamental educational objectives? 

Other Study Groups will submit mission statements that directly 

address issues of student learning and classroom behavior.  We regard these 

topics as the single most important ones for educational research, though 

unfortunately, outside the scope of our Study Group. 

It is not clear that there exists a single best way to organize 

research centers. In the end, the effectiveness of the research center 

depends on its ability to attract first-rate researchers willing to work 



together in,pursuit of common interests. This is not always best accomplished 

through a large concentrated research center.staffed primarily with full-time 

employees. Instead, we strongly arge the National Institute of Education to 

consider proposale which consist primarily of more dispersed networks of 

researchers in various parts of the country, or centers of smaller scale than 

has been the tradition. By entertaining a variety of organisational 

approaches, the Institute might conduct its own natural experiment with 

different warys'of organising research centers. 

We urge the Institute to create centers in which the research is 

truly cross-disciplinary. lesearchers from varied disciplines, pursuing their 

individual interests under the guise of a center, will not produce the new 

perspectives necessary to address pressing educational problems. 

Wich of the research undertaken in the past is seriously limited by 

the availability of suitable data. Ne urge the NIE to undertake a thorough 

review of data required to advance educational research. 

We have recomendad a center mission on policy and school personnel. 

This mission statement deals with the policy issues surrounding recruitment, 

retention, pay, and professional development of competent and effective school 

teachers and administrators. It does not address other important aspects of 

teacher preparation, notably teacher training, retraining, evaluation, and 

classroom behavior. These topics are not within the purview of the Policy 

Study Group, and we understand they are being addressed in the mission 



statements of other groups. We believe it might be desirable to include both 

perspectives--policy and professional development--inthe mission of a single 

center. 

Likewise, one of our mission statements is "Policy on Education and 

Employment.! Where this overlaps with a mission statement of another Study 

Group, we recommend that you consider merging both statements. 

The Study Group discussed the topic of education technology at 

length, but did not recommend a mission statement.     This topic is addressed 

more fully in Appendix.ii. 



APPEUDIX II 

Technology and Educatión 

The Center Study Group for Education Policy is vitally concerned with 

exploring the uses of advanced technology to improve student learning and 

school management. We urge the NIE to pursue research and related activities 

in this area. This research has great potential for increasing educational 

efficiency and effectiveness. 

Sind NIE is currently conducting a competition. that will result in 

funding for a center on education technology, we have not recommended  a

specific mission statement in•this area. The issues of interest to the study 

Group significantly overlap with those in the technology EPP. Instead, we 

attach two papers for consideration by Institute staff and the soon-to-be 

formed center on technology. One paper, 'The Transfer of knowledge,' has been 

prepared by the Study Group, and the second paper, 'Why Will The Computer 

Become the Dominant Educational Delivery System,' is authored by Professor 

Alfred Bork. 



18s TRANSFER OP QIOWLSDciE 

Introduction 

*Where is public education going?' is a difficult question to answer because 

among educators it invokes images of where they believe its place Should be in 

our society. Par too many parents, students, and members of the 

'non-educational' society are critical of where iE is and pessimistic as to 

where it's going. `Some, who benefited from a previous educational experience 

and no longer need its service wish it would just stop draining scarce 

resources and vanish. 

It does appear, however,'that public education is drawing attention from 

business and political leaders and that the importance of public schools in 

the nation's future is clearly understood. Increasingly, public education is 

seen as necessary to the nation's economic productivity. Perhaps the most 

concentrated focus has come from the business community who need better 

educated and trained employees now and in the future. As demands for 

improvement grow, it becomes more important for the established institutions 

to redesign their education 'factory' and develop new missions to train and 

educate students for jobs and careers related to high technology as well as 

for surviving in an information age. Perhaps, as never before in our nation's 

history has so much been said and written about the development of stronger 

ties between industry and education. 



Each presenter has a different agenda -- industry needs and the educator's are 

often seen differently. In its report, 'America's Competitive Challenge: The

Need for a National Response,' the Business-Higher Education Forum urged: 'As 

a nation, we must develop a consensus that industrial competitiveness is 

crucial to our social and economic well-being.' This statement addresses a 

set of global issues that have a direct impact upon our nation's economic 

survival -- this Forum urged that each segment of society -- business, 

education, labor, and government "...perform those parts of the overall effort 

for which it is best suited and to enter into new cooperative alliances when 

necessary.' Whereas, many educational leaders see the set of new conditions 

as a means to obtain additional taxpayer support to continue a 'business as 

usual' approach to the business of education. 

where is the National Institute of Education? As part of the O.S. Department 

of Education, it must be attentive to the role of the Department and serve as 

its research arm. The comprehensive Education for Economic Security Act 

(S.1285) will no doubt direct a substantial appropriation toward improving 

secondary education in mathematics, science, and engineering: however, if 

passed, the compromise bill would channel the largest share of the 

appropriation to the Department for delivery to school district. Programs 

involving the retraining of existing teachers, the development of new ones, 

fellowships for students, equipment, and various incentives for educational 

improvement, including the establishment of state standards of quality will be 

in the making. Are state and local school districts prepared to accept this 

challenge? Is the National Institute of Education ready to provide advice, 



counsel, direction, and genefal assistance as the 'paper programs• are created 

in order to obtain the federal dollar? What will the industrial community 

anticipate? It will, I expect, envision a well designed program to accelerate 

education/training to create the better trained, highly motivated and 

self-disciplined labor force that will be needed as the economy continues to 

shift from an industrial to a high technology base. The private sector would 

recognize such an approach as the link that connects the school and the real 

world of work and thus improve the prospects for investment because a return 

on the investment would be evident. On the other hand, an increased 

expenditure without evidence of improvement or responsible direction would be 

disappointing and create mote serious issues for public education to face. It 

will be a real challenge and require a breed of courageous men and women to 

assume the educational leadership roles. It is not difficult to leap upon the 

popular bandwagon of high technology; however, as Stanford University's 

Michael nest cautioned at a recent ALPS seminar -- '...we don't really know 

where technology is going. We should look carefully at the number of new 

technological jobs, not their percentage of increase. We should also examine 

the skills needed for these jobs - they may not be as high as we think.' 

z itst's advice should not be minimized. The marketplace is unpredictable and 

the consumer demands dictate the product and service requirements. Unlike 

public schools, changes in industrial direction are swift because the 

stockholders and stakeholders demand a continuous return of investment that 

necessitates the capture of a reasonable portion of a market. In order to 

accomplish this, industry must present the highest quality product at a price 



acceptable to the consumer. Without sound planning and the proper use of 

information obtained from appropriate sources, the educational manager might 

forget the fundamental purpose of education and become subservient to the 

labor/production task. 

There is a great deal of activity in progress that touches upon the role of 

public education in the world of high technology as well as local school 

district involvement in the selection of hardware and software products. 

Since computers are information-processing machines that accept, store, 

manipulate, and display information, it appears reasonable to assume that such 

devices can support or improve upon what people do in school settings. 

Therefore, in an attempt to offer evidence of educational improvement, school 

managers look to the computer-based instruction potential, and the number of 

machines in house has become a measure of a 'good school.' This is 

questionable. 

The transfer of knowledge is a function of the public schools, and the NIE 

should pursue all aspects of high-technology delivery systems that would 

support that function. In the NIE's Statement of Goals and Priorities, the 

Director listed six of the nine established by the Secretary, T. U. Bell, as 

applicable to the NIE program. The aforementioned systems can serve all six. 

In his paper, The Fourth Revolution - Computers and Learning (University of 

Oregon - June 1982), Dr. Alfred Bork, University of California at Irvine, 

presents what, in my opinion, is the best approach to a complicated topic. 



Dr. sock challenges the iaagination as be touches upon those critical issues 

in education. The following is bis introduction, the entire paper is attached. 

'The these of this paper is that we are on the verge of a 
major change in the way people learn. This change, driven 
by the personal computer, will affect all levels of 
education from earliest childhood through adult education. 
It will affect most subject areas and most learners. It 
will affect both education and training. It will be one of 
the few major historical changes in the way people learn. 
The impact of the computer in education will not produce an 
incremental change, a minor aberration on the current ways 
of learning, but will lead to entirely different learning 
systems. 

This massive change in education will occur over the next 
20 years. Schools, if they exist at all, will be very 
different at the end of that period. There will be fewer 
teachers, and the role of the teacher will be different 
from the role of teacher in our current educational 
delivery system. I use 'schools' throughout this paper in 
the general sense to include any formal schooling activity, 
whether it be the third grade or the university, or any 
other level; for emphasis, I sometimes mention particular 
types of schools. 

I hasten to say that this change will not necessarily be a 
desirable change. Any powerful technology carries within 
it the seeds of good and evil, and that applies to an 
educational technology. One of my major goals in making 
presentations of this kind is to nudge us toward a more 
desirable educational future rather than a less desirable 
educational future. Our efforts in the next few years are 
particularly critical for education. 

The full, long-range implications of the computer in our 
world of learning are seldom discussed. Indeed, people are 
often overwhelmed by the technology, delighted with each 
new toy which they receive. Yet these implications must be 
considered if we are to move toward an improvement in our 
entire educational system. 

The strategy of this paper will be to first look at the 
'why,' then to look at the 'how,' and then to return to 
present action. Many of the issues are discussed in more 
detail in my recent book, Learning with Computers.' 



At present, there is little evidence available that might weaken Bork's 

projection about the impact of the computer on learning systems. Rather, the 

surge of high-technology transfer of information is just beginning. 

Computer-aided design and manufacturing is popular even before the systems 

leave the infancy stage of development, and the robotics research will in time 

bring about major changes is our labor intensive tasks — both blue- and 

white-collar jobs will be affected. 

The Transfer of Knowledge is a major policy issue that must be addressed by 

the IRE. If the taxpayer supported Regional Educational Laboratories and the 

R&D Centers cannot respond to this development, changes should be made. High 

technology and computes science is accepted as part of the modern day 

curriculum -- now it is time to recognize the value of these modern-day 

innovations as part of the education/training delivery system. 

In its simplest form, the following is submitted for review: 

TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE 

Definition: 

A policy decision by the National Institute of 

Education to initiate a program of research on the 

available high-technology information systems and 

focus upon the appropriate application to increase the 

educational teaching quality and capacity. 



Justification: 

The computer applications touch every member of our 

society, and the wide range of benefits are convincing 

the majority of the population that this technology 

has a purpose in our daily lives. 

medical advances that include life-saving systems 

rapid transmission of the information flow 

office automation of every description 

industrial manufacturing and advanced robotics 

military systems 

entertainment 

food production and processing 

How Policy Influences: 

Education is facing a boat of challenges that range 

from increasing the knowledge base to reducing the 

personnel included in the current delivery system. 

Issues of this magnitude should be addressed from a 

solid policy position by the National Institute of 

Education. Such a policy would be the keystone 

necessary to connect, bridge, and hold together the 

multitude of unilateral efforts underway by school 

districts deserving of attention. 



develop long-range plans for computer use 

specifications to meet short- and long-range 

objectives 

allocation of personnel, tasks, and salary/wage 

scales 

management responsibilities for equipment, 

training, and collection of progress assessment 

information for NIE use in establising reliable 

data base and analysis 

cross-district collaboration on technical 

innovations 

national or regional program opportunities 

availability to small schools, rural or urban, 

that have difficulty in attracting and retaining 

sufficient qualified instructors 

develop projects to reduce travel time of 

specialized personnel 

introduce opportunities for structured, 

independent,' or group learning 

Researchable Issues: 

NIX should commission a team to examine the available 

technology and introduce technology representatives to 

defined educational problems that require attention. 

Permit the high-tech designers to become acquainted 

with the educational world as it exista and solicit 



recommendations that might bring about improvements 

through the introduction of a transfer of knowledge 

system. 

specialised programs, lectures, laboratory 

experiments, library support, team teaching, 

counseling, inservice training. 

The NIE effort should include the second phase that 

introduces selected educational  managers to the high 

technology systems available, and they should search 

for new opportunities. 

Pilots might be established, or RIP's solicited by NIE 

to create a well-defined plan to research the programs 

underway and draw conclusions as to the merits of the 

activities. The ultimate purpose of the research 

would be to establish the various alternatives and 

their combinations in the use of sophisticated systems 

to accomplish educational objectives: and the outcomes 

would add to the body of educational knowledge about 

teaching, learning and improving educational 

performance. 



Alfred Bork 
University of California 
 at Irvine 

11R NILL !EX COMPUTER BBCOsa TER 001021AäT *aOCATZONAL 
DELIVERY SYSTEM? 

Zn making a brief case as to why the change I em suggesting 
will take place, I first Look briefly at educational factors in 
modern society. Then I will consider aspects directly related to 
the computer. 

Current Status of *donation 

First, it does not take any great effort to see that our 
educational system is currently in trouble. we are being told 
this constantly from all sides. The daily newspapers, the popular 
magazines, and recent books ase full of descriptions of the 
problems of our current educational systems. One can even measure 
these to some extent by declining SAT scores, declining steadily 
until last year, and similar results frost the National Assessment 
tests. 

Independent of statistics, however, the most interesting and 
critical information is the decline in faith in education in the 
United States. use can see this very heavily reflected among 
politicians at all levels. At one time for a politician to speak 
out against education was suicidal. Now we find that it is often 
politically effective. Indeed, our current president campaigned 
on the notion that we didn't need a Department of Education, 
although so far he hasn't abolished it. But he did abolish the 
entire science education division within the National Science 
Foundation, simply by cutting its budget effectively to zero. The 
politicians know that education has little support in American 
society and that, indeed, it is politically expedient to cut 
edqcrtional funds. Education has few defenders and many 
detractors. 

I do not wish to imply that these problems with education are 
simply a matter of public relations. Indeed education has very 
real problems in this country and elsewhere. In the whole history 
of the *merican educational system there has seldom been a time 
when there was greater turmoil and where the status of teaching, 
in both the public schools and universities, has been lower than 
it is now. 

All indications point to the fact that this decline in 
popular support of our educational system will continue. Few 
positive factors other than interest in the computer can be 
pointed to. 

Coupled with this declining appreciation of education, 
perhaps even a consequence, is a factor which affects education 
even more directly, the factor of increasing financial 
constraints. The schools do not raise enough money to :un an 
adequate educational system in this country today. Any adequate 
science or mathematics      teacher can make far more money outside of 
the schools and universities than that individual can make within 



types is rapidly dropping in price. 

The integrated circuit technology is only at its beginning, 
and we can expect a long stead, decline in prices, increases in
capabilities, and decrease in size. Going along with this will be 
increased educational capabilities, such as sound (both in and 
out), mach better graphics, alternate media, such as those 
provided by the videodisc, and a host of other rapid   developments. 
In planning for computers in education we must give full attention 
to this dynamic situation rather than focusing on today's 
hardware. 

Technology is not learning. Ws can be too carried away with 
the technology and beans interested in it to the exclusion of 
learning! So we should not give primary attention in education to 
the new hardware developments. The real interest in the computer 
in learning lies not in its decreasing price and increasing 
capabilities, obvious to all, but rather to its effectiveness as a 
learning device. 

How does one demonstrate this effectiveness? In education 
the traditional mode of.experisent has seldom proved to be 
satisfactory. Neither the financial resources nor the number of 
subjects are adequate in most existing educational research. The 
difficulties have to do with the many variables which cannot be 
controlled, so different from the experimental situations that 
were typical of the physical sciences. Few large-scale 
experiments have proceeded with the computer, and these were often 
flawed. Further, our skills is developing materials have 
advanced, and many of the studies are based on minimal early 
material. We can find lists of research projects that supposedly 
do or don't demonstrate that the computer is good in learning, but 
Z as singularly unimpressed with most of these studies when I 
examine them closely. 

So the use of adequate'comparison studies in demonstrating 
that computers are useful in education is seldom practical. All 
is not last, however, in demonstrating effectiveness for users. 
One important way to do this, very convincing in many situations, 
is to look at some examples of what is possible and to point out 
the features of those examples which lead to the computer becoming 
generally very effective in learning. It is this approach we will 
follow here. Another approach is through peer evaluation, the 
examination of materials by pedagogical experts in the area 
involved. 

Educational Technology Center Projects 

I will describe in this section three projects in computer 
based learning from the Educational Technology Center. The first 
used a timesharing systemi the others, more recent, were developed 
directly on personal comptuers. 

The first project is a beginning quarter of a college based 



student is always Main. The computer may enable us to get back 
to a much more humanistic, a much more friendly, educational 
system by making all of our learners participants rather than the 
spectators th.y•fregaently are in our present book- and lecture-
learning environments. 

The second advantage offered by the computer is 
individualisation of the-process; of learning. Everyone says that 
students are different, that each student is unique, that each 
student learns in different ways. list most of our standard 
learning procedures, such as the lecture, are very weak in 
allowing for these individual differences. They typically treat 
most students in the same way. For example, if a student in a 
particular point in a course lecture is lacking some important 
background information, that student is swept along in our 
traditional courses with everyone else in the class. The missing 
information is hard to acquire under those circumstances. The 
rational procedure would be to allow the student needing special 
help to stdpp the major flaw of learning at that point and to go 
back and pick up the background information. But most of our 
present structures for learning have no adequate provisions foc 
such a possibility. The actual needs vary between what can be 
learned in a few minutes and what can be learned in a whole 
course. 

With the computer the situation is entirely different. Each 
student can move at a pace best for that student. Each student 
will be responding frequently to questions. Me have found in our 
recent programs that a student responds about every fifteen• 
seconds). So the computer, with curriculum material prepared by 
excellent teachers, can determine what the student understands or 
does not understand at a given point. Remedial aid can be given 
where appropriate, simply as part of the flow of the material with 
no break from the student point of view. Indeed, the student, 
using well-prepared computer based learning material, does not 
have the impression that any 'special" treatment is taking place, 
so no psychological stigma is attached to such aid. with the 
individualization possible with computers, one can hope to achieve 
the goal of mastery learning, where everyone learns all material 
essentially perfectly. 

. 

So much for 'why" computers are going to become the dominant 
educational delivery system. The two factors mentioned, the 
unpleasant situation in education today and the usefulness of the 
computer as a way of learning particularly in dealing with large 
numbers of students, suggest to me that the computer will move 
rapidly forward in education. But we still must look at the other 
side of the question, the 'how" of the development. That is, how 
do we move from our present situation, where computers are little 
used in learning, to a situation in- which they are the dominant 
delivery system? This is the subject of the next section. 

SOW WILL WE MUM TO MOOS GREATER COMPUTER USE? 



own, is enormous. The bone will be the driving force for 
education too, since the commercial pressures for Done sales will 
be very great. 

in a sense, education is never first with computers. For 
many years we piggybacked on essentially a business or scientific 
technology_in computers with education only a poor follower. The 
new situation will be similar, but with the Douse market the 
dominant one. 

To sell computers for the home, it will be necessary that 
they la something. The average home owner is not going to buy a 
computer on the grounds that they are currently being sold to 
homes, primarily for hobbyists. The home user of equipment buys 
an aooliance,, a device such as a refrigerator or stove that 
accomplishes some task or tasks. They don't buy a gadget that 
they can put together in various ways to accomplish different 
types of tasks! The size of the home market will depend on the 
skill of vendors in convincing people that the computer in the 
home will be useful to the average person. Some estimates have 
suggested sixty million computers in homes in ten years. 

I do not wish to imply that a single appliance-like use of 
the computer will drive the home market. On the contrary, a 
variety of such uses are likely to be important. Home word 
processing, foc example, will be an extremely important use. Rome 
financial systems, complete enough to keep all the financial 
records and writs the income tax when asked to, and to aid in home 
financial decisions, will also be of importance. Personal record 
keeping systems, including class notes, lists, and similar uses, 
are also likely to be of major use in the home. Finally, 
educational material will be one of the types of material that 
without question will drive the home market. The size of this 
market will depend on the quality and quantity of such appliance-
like programs. 

Thus, we will find learning material based on the computer 
being developed for home computers, in some cases almost 
independently of whether it will also be usable in elementary and 
secondary schools, university, or other learning environments. 
Schools Au use the material developed primarily for education in 
the home even though it may not be ideally suited. It may be that 
this material will often have more careful thought put into it 
than some of the earlier products developed particularly for the 
school environment, simply because the potential market is so much 
larger and users more discriminating. Schools are already 
desperately searching for computer based learning material and are 
finding that little good material is available. 

The people who are using the new learning materials in the 
home will be coming to our schools and universities. They will 
already have become accustomed to interactive learning, and more 
and more they yill demand it in educational institutions. If the 
educationalinstitutions wish to survive, they will provide it. 



the newer companies will have no need for thin, and so may be open 
to more adventuresaie activities. Some of the companies will be 
selling to a enubinetion of the home and school market. In 
general the materials developed for the home market will be 
available in the school market too. 

Schools 

Given the turmoil and financial restraints in the schools, 
the commercial pressuras, the pressures created by the home , 
market, and the increasing effectiveness of the computer as a 
learning device, more and more schools will'turn to computers for 
delivery of learning material. Indeed, we can already spot this 
happening, although in a minor way. 

' One interesting sign is the fact that many schools, 
particularly small-schools, no longer have adequately prepared 
teachers to teeth many of the important courses in the curriculum. 
Thus if we look at high school courses such as trigonometry, 
advanced mathematics, and science courses, rural schools in the 
United States presently are often not providing these 
capabilities, at least not in a way that is competitive with the 
better large urban schools. Computers will be a mechanism for 
equalising opportù pity fog students by providing computer based 
learning courses in these declining areas,. courses that otherwise 
would not be"available. Sopefully, these courses will be 
developed by the best individuals from all over the country. 

we may see a decreased role of the formal school and the 
formal university in our educational system. Much education will 
be able to take place in the home in a flexible fashion. At the 
°university level we already see one outstanding example of a 
development of this kind, The Open University in. the United 
kingdom, but still with relatively little use of computers. The 
Open University has demonstrated that good ,curriculum material in 
home environments can be effective as a learning mode and
economical as compared with the standard cost of education. 
voucher systems, if they are enacted, will make home learning much 
more likely. 

Z do not wish to imply that all education will move to the 
home. Indeed, a view of the educational system such as that shown 
in,George Leonard's book, Education and Ecstasy, suggests that the 
sociológical component!, the factors associated with living with 
other people and living with oneself, will still probably best 
take place in smalX group environments within schools. But many 
of the knowledge—based components of learning may move to the 
home. 

Types of Usage 

We have discussed very little about the waycomputers will be 
used within the school system. something needs to be said about 
thin, if only to counteract some of the current propaganda. 



All these courses need to consider such important futurs use, ai 
word processing, personal financial and record keeping systems, 
and eductional material. 

Learning to Program. Learning to program is already a 
rapidly increasing activity in our universities and schools. It 
represents in grids six through twelve the most common usage of 
computers at the present time. Unfortunately, where it happens at 
this level it is often a disaster, harming more than helping the 
student. 

The major problem if the-way programming is taught. A whole 
group of people is being taught a set of techniques which. are no 
longer adequate to the programming art today. Those techniques 
were cbmaon in the early days of computing, but they are 
inadequate according to today's standards. Many of the people 
learning to program in junior high-school and high school cannot 
overcome the initial bad habits which haft often been instilled in 
them when they come to the universities. Many universities are 
now reporting this phenomenon. 

The main culprit is BASIC. It is not that BASIC has to be 
taught in a way that is antithetical to everything we know about 
programming today. But it almost inevitably is taught in such a 
fashion. BASIC is the sunk ;pod of modern crooramino. Indeed, 
the analogy is close in that junk food tends to destroy the body's 
desire for better types of food. But the analogy ii weak in one 
regard: BASIC is the initial language of the vast majority of 
these people. It is as if you started feeding junk food to babies 
one day old and didn't give them anything else until they were 
sixi If I could leave you with one message, perhaps the most 
pressing message, it is to STOP TEACHING BASIC. It is becoming 
clear that students who learn BASIC as their first computer 
language will in tlmost all cases acquire a set of bad programming 
habits. These"habits are very difficult to overcome, so BASIC 
programmers have difficulty writing readable and maintainable 
code. 

The following recent comment by a disntinguished computer 
scientist, Edgar Dijkstra, is relevant: 

"It is practically impossible to teach good programming to 
students that hive a prior exposure to BASIC: as potential 
programsars they are mentally mutilated beyond hope of 
regeneration.4 

What programming languages should we teach? There are a 
number of possibilities for junior high and high schools. Logo is 
certainly one interesting possibility, although I must confess 
that some features of Logo are different from those recommended in 
the best modern programming practices. Logo, however, is 
introduced in a problem solving environment, and that is very much 
to its advantage. Often its main intent'is presented not to teach 
programming but to teach more general problem solving capabilities 



tend to underrate these problems of developing effective learning 
material. Rance,, same of the solutions which have been proposed 
are solutions which are simply not adequate to the problems. Some 
of these solutions assume only small incremental changes in the 
curriculum structure and do not understand the magnitude of the 
development necesasy.

We cannot discuss fully in this paper all the aspects of the 
production process. The Educational Technology Center has 
extensive literature available concerning these issues for those 
interested. 

Several critical points concerning products should be made to 
give the reader a reasonable overall viewpoint. The production 
system is a complex system, one that should involve many types of 
people with many different skills. If one looks at the production 
of An educational material, one sees that that is the case. We 
can learn much by examining effective curriculum production 
systems, such as that currently in use in The Open university, 
that used in producing the major curriculum efforts in the united 
States more than ten years ago, and that involved in such areas as 
the development of textbooks. 

What we need to resist is the notion that one person, perhaps 
a teacher in his or her spare time, will do it all. I do not 
believe that any sizable amount of good curriculum material will 
be produced by this method. Furthermore, I do not believe that 
the devices which are being urged for these teachers, such as 
simple-minded authoring systems based on toy languages (Pilot) 
will be effective. Nor do I think that languages such as Tutor 
will be effective, because they do not meet -the reasonable 
criteria associated with modern programming languages. Most of 
these languages are old in their design, and few of them 
understand the nature of structured programming. A serious 
professional approach is needed if we are to maintain the quality 
of the computer based learning materials producedt  

we can see a number of stages needed in such a professional 
approach, listed below. 

a) Preplanning 
b) Establishing goals, objectives, and cough outlines 

.c) 	Specifying the materials pedagogically 
d) Rs'viewing and revising this specification 
e) Designing the spatial and temporal appearance of the material 
f) Designing the code 
g) Coding 
h) Testing ih-house 
i) Revising 
j) ?field testing 
k), Rev is ing 

The last two stages may be repeated twice. 



modern structured languages. 

4. Listen to students. in your own teaching, begin to move 
away from the lecture-mode presentation into a more Socratic mode. 
A critical factor is listening to what students say and watching 
what they 110. "This means that when you ask questions, you have to 
wait for answers* It also means working more individually with 
students in groups of two to four. It is only by this procedure 
that you will begin to build up the insights you need for how 
students actually behave when they are learning. 

People whose primary mode of interaction with students is 
through the lecture mode or through textbooks are seldom the best 
choices for preparing computer based learning material. The 
development of computer based learning material will need vast 
numbers of experienced teachers, teachers who have been listening 
to their students and who understand student learning problems. 

S. Personal computers. Begin to use a variety of personal 
computers, with particular emphasis on the new generation of 16 
bit machines. Read the journals that tell you about new 
equipment. watch for voice input, better graphics, and full 
multimedia capabilities. 

6. Critical attitude. Look at a good bit of computer based 
learning material, trying to develop a critical attitude toward 
it. Don't be overwhelmed simply because it is interactive or 
because the computer is involved. weep your mind on the learning 
issues and learn to develop same sensitivity as to what existing 
material helps learning and what doesn't. 

most existing material is poor. Pind out why. Read the 
journals that specialize in critical reviews. 

7. Work with others. The development of good copputer based 
learning material is best done in a group. Work with others in 
discussing goals, strategy, and the details of design. 

8. Future orientation. Conceptcate on the long-range 
situation, not today or tomorrow. Decisions which are "good" from 
a short-range point of view may be undesirable in the long range 
to both you and to the future of our entire educational system. 
So keep the long-range point of view strongly in mind. 

9: visions. Begin to think about what type of future 
educational system would be both desirable and possible. If you 
want to influence the future, you must have visions. 

"Developing quality computer-assisted instruction demands 
forethought; those of you who are unfortunately caught up in 
expedient movements in education need to take a closer, more 
courageous look at the nature of the hope on Pandora's chip. 
You're dealing with as powerful a tool as the gods have ever 
given us."9 
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